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Abstract
The evaluation of player performance in sports is popular and important in modern
sports, enabling teams to use real data in the construction of their rosters. This
dissertation proposes to apply machine learning algorithms to predicting the player
evaluations from a leading NFL analytics company who use a combination of statistics
and expert evaluation. In addition, it will investigate what features are significant
in the evaluation of a position. Data for the dissertation is obtained from multiple
online sources - Pro Football Reference and Pro Football Focus (the the NFL analytics
company). These data sets are combined and analysed before applying six different
approaches to the problem. The use of Neural Networks (both Single and Multi
Layer) as an approach is evaluated against the other approaches of Support Vector
Regression (SVR), Linear Regression, Decision Trees and XGBoost. They will be
evaluated using accuracy, root mean squared error and the p-value from a t-test.
Wrapper methods of Sequential Feature Selection and Permutation Importance are
both used to discover relevant features. SVR was the best performing approach with
74% accuracy for QB, 76% accuracy for WR and 59% for RB. Both XGBoost and the
Neural Network implementations performed well in comparison. The relevant features
that were uncovered fell into two distinct categories. First is a measure of the ability
of the player to make an impact on the game when they are involved and receive the
ball. The second is a highlight of the importance of solid foundations and basics.

Keywords:

NFL, Neural Networks, SVR, Linear Regression, XGBoost, Decision

Trees, Deep Neural Networks, Wrapper Methods
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Player evaluation in the NFL is of paramount importance to teams, scouts and fantasy
football players alike. The ability to evaluate the performance of a player can be of
significant use in contract negotiations and renewals (Byanna & Klabjan, 2016) as
well as for fantasy football performance (Landers & Duperrouzel, 2019). Although
traditionally football teams employed teams of scouts to observe and evaluate player
performance across all teams in the league as well as at the collegiate level.

1.1

Background

With the release of the movie “Moneyball” (Chang & Zenilman, 2013) more modern
analytical methods and statistics are being used throughout the evaluation process by
NFL teams, but these are often kept in house unavailable to public eyes. Companies
such as Pro Football Focus have risen to aid the NFL teams with their analytical
capabilities whilst also providing analytics and evaluations/ratings available to third
parties and the public for a price.
The works of Devarakonda (2019) and Yurko(2019) have previously looked into the
prediction of performance at specific positions with Yurko (2019) looking to implement
the famed Win Above Ratio (WAR) metric for offensive players using statistical models. The use of machine learning in prediction and evaluation has been used to evaluate performance across features collated from match data in multiple sports (Oytun,
1
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Tinazci, Sekeroglu, Acikada, & Yavuz, 2020) as well as in the NFL (Devarakonda &
Colson, 2019). Research in soccer has also investigated methods of identifying the
significant features arising from the application of machine learning to the evaluation
of player performance (Nsolo, Lambrix, & Carlsson, 2019).

1.2

Research Project/problem

Much of the published research into the evaluation of players in the NFL has focused
on the use of raw data obtained from game data, either in game or summarised data.
While the evaluation by NFL clubs and analytics companies have made extensive use
of expert opinion and analysis earned over decades of studying the game and players,
most of the research to date has focused on using raw data to reduce the need for the
subjective expert analysts currently used. Working with subjective data could provide
added insight and depth for models to learn from.
Many of the machine learning models used to date in evaluating NFL players
performance have focused on traditional learning models such as SVM, Regression,
Decision Trees, etc. Neural Networks and deep learning models have successfully
been used in other sports to evaluate performance (Liu & Schulte, 2018; Liu, Zhu,
& Schulte, 2019; Oytun et al., 2020). With a large set of features available, neural
networks can help learn non-linear relationships that may exist within the data and
learn from feedback from new data.
While a lot of analysis has been performed on the evaluation on player performance
in the NFL, little has been published in terms of identifying the significant features
that feed into that evaluation and if so, then the research focuses on one position group
mainly on the offensive side of the teams.

1.2.1

Research Question

Do artificial neural network techniques applied to the evaluation of NFL players achieve
a similar or better regression evaluation (R-squared) to that of traditional machine
learning techniques using domain expert evaluations as target features while helping
2
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to identify the most important and impactful features on a position by position basis?

1.2.2

Hypothesis

Alternate Hypothesis
Neural Networks offer comparable regression performance to traditional approaches
when evaluating player performance in NFL against industry evaluation and can help
identify the most important and impactful metrics using wrapper method for player
evaluation.
Null Hypothesis
Neural Networks do not offer comparable regression performance to traditional approaches when evaluating player performance in NFL against industry evaluation using R2 and can help identify the most important and impactful metrics using wrapper
method for player evaluation.

1.3

Research Objectives

The objective of this study is twofold: to compare the performance of neural network
models against other machine learning models for the use of player performance evaluation, as well as discovering the significant features that contribute to the evaluation
of the players on a position by position basis.
This study will be carried out in 5 parts. The first part will involve the collation
of the data sets from internet resources and getting the data into a form that is ready
for the subsequent modelling phases. The following two phases will involve modelling
of the data using the machine learning models discussed. An evaluation phase of
the machine learning models will follow to find the best model for the evaluation of
player performance as well as comparing the results of artificial neural networks to
other models. The final phase will involve looking at discovering the most significant
features from the most performant model.
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As mentioned above the first part of the study will involve retrieving the data from
the online resources. There are two main online resources from which to obtain the
data. The first resource contains grades from PFF1 which are compiled from analytics
as well as expert analysts in the field of NFL player performance evaluation. There are
a number of grades per position group, but for all offensive players there is an offensive
grade and for all defensive players there is a defensive grade. These grades will be used
as a target variable for our models. Some of the other grades may also be used as
features in the model. The second resource is from Pro Football Reference2 which
collates statistical information for players for seasons or games. For the purposes of
this study we will use the season data as that is what the grades above are based upon.
There are 4 major groupings of data that we will look at: Passing, Rushing, Receiving
and Defense with each having both standard and advanced features which will all be
included. Not all players will be in each grouping - for example Quarterback won’t be
in Defense. As a result each position group (Quarterback, Wide Receiver, Running
Back, Tight End, and Defensive units linebackers, cornerbacks, defensive line) will
need to be constructed with this in mind. Once the position group data sets have
been created, we will then look at statistically analysing each feature, choosing the
most relevant and accounting for missing values (if numeric most probably with zero).
Another resource that was considered is the DVOA grade from Football Outsiders3
which rates players taking into account quality of opposition, amongst other variables
against a league average. However, outside of the grade it didn’t provide any more
data than the other two.
Once the data sets have been created and cleaned for use by the models, we will continue to the second part of the study which involves training models using traditional
(non-neural network) models. These models will be used to predict the evaluation of
a players performance over the course of a season. We will look to implement four
different models: Linear Regression, Decision Tree, SVM and Gradient Boosting (XGBoost). These models encompass differing approaches predicting the evaluation, with
1

https://www.pff.com/grades
https://www.pro-football-reference.com/
3
https://www.footballoutsiders.com/
2
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Linear looking for a linear relationship while SVM allows for a model that looks for
non-linear relationships to help predict the target, while Gradient Descent allows us to
look at the best predictions across an ensemble of models. All models will use K-fold
cross validation to test the effectiveness of the models - with the value of K set to 10
to decrease bias.
The third part of the study will focus on the artificial neural network models
that are to be evaluated. In this case we will use a standard Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) and a single layer neural net. The MLP is a standard neural network that is
feedforward and use back propagation for training. It can have multiple layers with
non-linear activation functions which can allow it to look for non-linear relationships.
These will also use K-fold cross validation for the same reason with the value of K also
set to 10.
The fourth part of the study involves the evaluation of the models and this will
be covered in the following section. The final part of the study is to obtain significant
features for the players that contribute towards the players performance evaluation
for their position. It is proposed to use the wrapper method similar to Nsolo ((Nsolo
et al., 2019) to obtain these significant features. The Wrapper method uses a greedy
algorithm to evaluate all combinations against r-squared and returns a combination
of features that returns the optimal results.
All work in constructing the data set will involve Python using common libraries
and frameworks such as Numpy and Pandas. When modelling the traditional machine
learning models we will also use Python as the main programming language, again
using Pandas as well as SciPy and SciKit Learn. Modelling the neural network models
will also use these technologies as well as TensorFlow for some more neural network
specific implementations.

1.4

Research Methodologies

The data used is a combination from online data sets which use both quantitative
data such as height, weight, etc. as well as expert industry metrics (Primary mixed
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data). The research will use an inductive approach, where we have a theory that neural
networks techniques are as good as traditional techniques when evaluating players and
we will observe the results and confirm the hypothesis empirically through experiment
and metrics.

1.5

Scope and Limitations

The scope of this dissertation is to build a number of models, based upon historical
NFL seasons (10 previous seasons), to predict an evaluation grade for a player as well
as discovering some of the key features that contribute to the evaluation of the player.
Data sets will be compiled from two main online data sources - Pro Football Reference4
and Pro Football Focus5 . Both compile data for each player over the course of a season.
While they overlap in a number of metrics, they also have individual features that are
unique to that data set. The prediction of the evaluation grade will be completed by
6 different approaches - Linear Regression, Decision Tree, Support Vector Regression,
XGBoost, Neural Network and Multi Layer Perceptron. This will allow for the evaluation of Neural Networks against other methodologies as an approach to this problem.
In addition, the most relevant features will be deduced from the most accurate model.
The models are applied to three positions on the team (Quarterback, Wide Receiver
and Running Back) as representatives of the application of the approaches.
Pro Football Focus also employs analysts and NFL experts such as former players
and coaches to evaluate players on a play-by-play basis. This overall evaluation factors
in a number of factors that may not be represented in the data. For example as
American Football is a team game, raw statistics may not paint the full picture. For
example, a Quarterback may throw a pass to a Wide Receiver on his team, but the
Wide Receiver may not catch the ball and it may ricochet into an opponents hands
which may result in a score for the other team. In this instance the Quarterback may
have executed the play perfectly but in the raw data it appears as an interception and
touchdown for the opposing team. This highlights that there may be features that are
4
5

https://www.pro-football-reference.com/
https://www.pff.com/
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either not provided online or not yet compiled that would provide more insight into
the performance of the players.
As mentioned, Pro Football Focus has analysts evaluate players on a play-by-play
basis. The data sets that are being used span an entire season/year. This means that
some of the nuances of the individual plays are lost when all the data is summarized
for the year. It also means that each record is for one player for that position per
year. Whereas play-by-play data may result in thousands of records on which to train,
year-by-year data results in a lot less with just 311 Quarterback records over the 10
years.

1.6

Document Outline

The structure for the rest of this thesis is outlined below. It is broken down into the
steps taken to address the thesis - initial research performed via Literature Review,
data analysis and approach definition in Experiment Design and Methodology, Result
and Evaluation in Chapter 4 and finally conclusion in the final chapter where the
results will be summarised.

1.6.1

Literature Review

This chapter looks at previous works that have looked at the application of machine
learning in sport - in particular in the application of player evaluation. This ranges
from previous studies within the sport of American Football such as in sports betting
or the evaluation of Offensive Linemen, but also in other sports such as football and
ice hockey. These works use a variety of approaches to evaluating player performance
including many of the machine learning approaches used in this thesis such as wrapper
method and the various machine learning approaches such as Neural Networks, SVRs,
etc. They also work over different time domains such as year-by-year, match-by-match
and play-by-play. Many of these concepts are used as inspiration within the thesis.
Also discussion of the approaches to be taken is included.
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1.6.2

Experiment Design and Methodology

This chapter focuses on how the experiment was conducted. It looks at the data - how
it was obtained and prepared. It also investigates some of the insights discovered from
that data. It outlines the various approaches used through the process to generate
an evaluation. It also outlines the approaches used to determine the most significant
features in the evaluation of the players.

1.6.3

Results, Evaluation and Discussion

Results of the experiments are presented here. Comparisons between the different
approaches are displayed and discussed here for each position. Also investigation into
the significant features found for each position are presented and discussed here.

1.6.4

Conclusion

In the final chapter the results, observations and findings are summarized with additional work that could be done discussed. Further recommendations will be proposed.
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Literature Review
In this chapter, the background and research performed are presented. Some context
of the NFL, the sport and the positions analysed are presented in section 2.1. Once
the scene has been set in terms of the NFL, the research into some evaluation and
prediction in other sports is presented in section 2.2. Some approaches to solve similar
problems in the NFL are presented next in section 2.3. Gaps in the research follow
in section 2.4. Finally, discussion of the methods and approaches to be used in the
experiment and detailed in section 2.5.

2.1

NFL Background

The National Football League (NFL) is the professional league for the sport of American Football. It consists of 32 teams divided equally across two conferences - the
National Football Conference (NFC) and American Football Conference (AFC). The
league was formed in 1920, but it’s modern incarnation was formed after a merger with
another professional league in 19661 . From that merger the final game Super Bowl
arrived. This is played between the conference winners and determines the winner of
the league at the end of the season. Conference winners are determined through a series of play-off matches at the end of the season where the top teams in the conference
1

https://www.profootballhof.com/football-history/chronology-of-professional
-football/
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play-off after a regular season of 16 league matches.
A match in the sport is played between two teams, where each team has three
different positional groups - offensive, defensive and special teams. The Offensive
team group tries to progress down the field to get the ball (which is shaped similar
to a rugby ball) into a zone at the other end of the pitch called the end zone. They
can do this by either throwing the ball down the field and catching the ball, or by
running the ball down the field into the end zone. It is the Defensive team groups job
to stop the Offensive team by tackling them either when they run the ball or after
they have caught a catch. They can however, catch the ball if it is thrown and turn
the ball over. The Offensive team have 4 opportunities to move the ball 10 yards. As
soon as they manage to move the ball 10 yards (achieving a First Down) then they
will have another 4 attempts to move it 10 yards closer to the end zone (or into the
end zone). However, if they don’t make 10 yards, then they have to kick the ball back
to the other team using the special teams group.
Each position group contains multiple positions and for this thesis three are being
used as representatives. Teams acquire players in one of three ways. The first is by
trading for a player from another team, giving compensation in return. The next is
by acquiring free agents - players who are free of contracts with other teams and clubs
don’t have to pay compensation. The last is the draft, where teams use a draft process
to acquire the best talent from college teams. This draft enables the worst performing
teams to acquire the best talent from college.
The first position that will be looked at is the Quarterback position2 . This is often
the most pivotal position on the team. This player receives the ball at the start of an
offensive play and either throws the ball to other offensive players or hands the ball
off to the running back. They will try to avoid defensive players before throwing and
if a defensive player tackles them to the ground it is called a sack. However, if they
throw a ball and a defensive player catches the ball it is called an interception. Both
of these are negative plays for a Quarterback.
2
https://howtheyplay.com/team-sports/Offensive-and-Defensive-Football-Positions
-Explained
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The second position is that of wide receiver. This player runs down the field looking
to catch the ball from a pass thrown by the Quarterback. They can score touchdowns
from throws, and often use a combination of their speed and elusiveness to score or
get more yards after a catch. They also need to be effective in running routes and in
catching the ball.
The final position is that of the running back. This player normally is handed the
ball by the Quarterback and has to run towards the end zone - this is often referred to
as a rushing play. They get further down the pitch by either evading defensive players
with the help of other offensive players, or by using their power to burst through
tackles made by defensive players. Recently they have been used more and more to
also catch the ball.

2.2

Evaluation and Prediction in Sports

The use of neural networks within sports is gaining in popularity and is used in a
variety of different sports and use cases.
As sports betting is a big industry it is not unusual to see it put to use to try to
solve the problem of sports prediction (Purucker, 1996; McCabe & Trevathan, 2008;
David, Pasteur, Ahmad, & Janning, 2011; Maszczyk et al., 2014; Bunker & Thabtah,
2019). Given the difficulty in predicting accurate scores, Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) have been used primarily as a classification problem, to determine winners of
games.
ANNs have also been used to identify talent and mine data in the Australian
Football League (Mccullagh, 2010). Once again ANNs in this instance were used to
classify talent as good or bad and then compared to recruitment managers to see if
they could be used to assist the recruitment managers.
ANNs have also been applied to the prediction of sports injuries before they happen
(McCullagh & Whitfort, 2013). While still further investigation is needed, the initial
performance correctly predicted over 80 percent correct classification that an injury
would occur. Again the ANN was used as a classifier to predict whether a high or low
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injury risk would occur. ANNs have also been studied to analyse and optimization of
sports training (Perl, 2001).
Indeed when it comes to other sports, ANNs have been used in the evaluation of
player performance and for quantifying the impact that a player has on a game and
the result that it entails. Ljung and Liu (Liu & Schulte, 2018; Ljung, Carlsson, &
Lambrix, 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Liu, Luo, Schulte, & Kharrat, 2020) each used deep
learning methodologies to determine a Q function and value from in game play-by-play
events across both ice hockey and soccer. They used reinforcement learning techniques
to attach value to each of the players actions throughout the course of a match.
ANNs have also been used across multiple sports to evaluate the performance
of players using data after the fact. Oytun (Oytun et al., 2020) investigated the
performance of olympic handball players while comparing the results against more
traditional machine learning models. Using athletes measurements such as BMI as
well as their performance in handball specific tests, they were able to construct a
number of experiments that, through using r-squared, mean standard error and mean
error, that they were able to establish a non-linear relationship between the factors
using a radial basis function neural network. ANNs have been investigated as an
evaluation tool and predictor in other sports such as NBA (Ji & Li, 2013; Hore &
Bhattacharya, 2018), Cricket (Iyer & Sharda, 2009; Saikia, Bhattacharjee, & Lemmer,
2012), Cycling (Kataoka & Gray, 2019) , Swimming (Silva et al., 2007), Archery
(Muazu Musa et al., 2019) and general sports performance (Namatevs, Aleksejeva, &
Polaka, 2016). Aalbers and Nsolo (Aalbers & Van Haaren, 2019; Nsolo et al., 2019)
each investigated identifying roles, top performers and attributes that are shown by
the top performers. Aalbers (Aalbers & Van Haaren, 2019) used industry expert data
with help from industry experts to define the roles they wished to analyse, while Nsolo
(Nsolo et al., 2019) used the wrapper and filter methods to identify the most relevant
attributes based on the position in the soccer team.
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2.3

Approaches to solve the problem

Approaches observed in relation to NFL data mimic many of the use cases mentioned
above, but not the use of ANNs. For example, in terms of Fantasy Football betting
(Landers & Duperrouzel, 2019), machine learning algorithms such as boosted decision
trees have been used to predict the fantasy points that a player may earn in any given
week of games. Pelechrinis and Yurko (Pelechrinis, Winston, Sagarin, & Cabot, 2019;
Yurko, Ventura, & Horowitz, 2019) each mainly using statistical methods or traditional
machine learning methods. Yurko (Yurko et al., 2019) took the approach as outlined
in “Moneyball” (Chang & Zenilman, 2013) - looking at WAR. Other evaluations of
player performance have also used traditional methods such as regression, decision
trees, SVM, etc. (Byanna & Klabjan, 2016; Porter, 2018; Devarakonda & Colson,
2019).

2.4

Gaps in Research

In terms of gaps in the current literature in relation to NFL and player performance
evaluation, the majority of the papers discovered focused primarily on traditional
machine learning models that either rely on linear relationships or needs the model to
be retrained after a period of new data arriving. Neural Networks allow us to look for
non-linear relationships in data which can help us with our predictive power. Some
papers related to soccer (Aalbers & Van Haaren, 2019; Nsolo et al., 2019) have looked
at identifying features/roles that are shown by the top performers, something which
has not been focused on in the NFL literature that was read. Many look at player
evaluation in relation to a specific position or position group - specifically offensive
players (Byanna & Klabjan, 2016; Yurko et al., 2019; Devarakonda & Colson, 2019).
However, given that many of the top earners in 2020 are defensive players, it also
makes sense to evaluate defensive players and identify the features that identify the
top defensive performers also.

13
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2.5

Methods

In the following sections, the methods used in this thesis to implement the models as
well as to extract the most relevant features (Regularization, Early Stopping, Drop
Out, Cross Validation, Grid Search, Decision Tree, Linear Regression, SVR, XGBoost,
Neural Network and MLP) are outlined.

2.5.1

Model Creation

The following sections outline the machine learning algorithms used in this thesis.
Regularization
A major problem that can affect the performance of machine learning models is overfitting. This occurs where the trained model is well suited to the data on which it was
trained but doesn’t perform as well when applied to additional data such as testing
data. The model maps closely to the training data including noise/outliers as opposed
to the general pattern or trend.
One solution to mitigate such an issue is to use Regularization. Regularization
discourages learning a more complex model by penalising extreme values for the parameters in the model. Regularization makes use of a penalty that penalises strong
parameters unless they are actually required. It does this by introducing a penalization term to the cost function of the algorithm in question. (Cortes, Mohri, &
Rostamizadeh, 2009)
There are two forms of regularization - L1 (Lasso) and L2 (Ridge Regression) each of which differ by the regularization term used. Each form multiplies a penalty
known as a regularization parameter,λ, by a sum. For L1, this sum is the sum of the
weights in the model. For L2, it is the square of the sum of the weights in the model.
P
L1 Regularization Term = λ ni=1 θi
P
L2 Regularization Term = λ ni=1 θi2
The difference in summing the square the weights (L2) as opposed to summing
the weights (L1) is that L2 will minimize the impact of irrelevant features rather than
14
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remove them from the model. On the other hand, L1 can set the weights to zero if
they are not relevant - feature reduction.
Early Stopping
Another method to mitigate for over-fitting is called Early Stopping. It is also a form
of regularization which operates by limiting the number of iterations of learning based
upon a loss metric. As neural network models learn, they begin to generalise and this
leads to a decrease in a generalization error/loss metric. However, at some point, this
will begin to rise as the model beings to over-fit. Early Stopping attempts to detect
this point and to prevent any further over-fitting.
To do this we determine the metric (loss/prediction error) and then monitor the
metric at the end of every epoch. The loss error is computed in each epoch by running
a validation dataset against the model trained by a training dataset. The validation
dataset is different to the test dataset which is used to test the accuracy of the final
model. The validation dataset is used to validate while training.
As mentioned previously, the loss error is monitored for each epoch. Initially the
loss error should decline. At some point however it may begin to overfit and the loss
error will increase. However, one increase may not indicate overfitting. To alleviate
for these local minima, the loss is monitored to only stop the training early if a certain
number of consecutive epochs produce higher loss errors (Prechelt, 1998).
Drop Out
Another method to avoid over-fitting for neural networks is called ”Dropout”. With
Dropout, a neural network is trying to learn a sparse network with independent neurons. By learning more independent neurons, it will mean that less of them are
dependent on other neurons and are more useful. If neurons rely on too many other
neurons then the network can become more fragile and there are more dependencies
based upon the training data - less general.
To implement Dropout, random neurons are dropped out each epoch. This is
achieved by supplying a mask to the hidden layer, which results in none of the sig15
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nal being propagated through those neurons in the network, but also that the backpropagation of the error will also not be applied to those neurons (Srivastava, Hinton,
Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & Salakhutdinov, 2014). For each epoch, a different random
set of neurons are dropped. This should result in neurons that are more independent of
other features. The number of neurons dropped is controlled by a dropout parameter
that sets the percentage of neurons to be dropped in each epoch.
Cross Validation
We have seen previously the use of a validation dataset, to help validate the learning
of a model. As previously mentioned, this can be achieved by splitting the training
dataset into a training dataset and a validation dataset. This validation set is held
out of the learning and used in each iteration/epoch to validate the performance of
the model. This method is known as the holdout method. However, depending on
the size of the training dataset in the holdout, there may not be some under-fitting if
the dataset is small. This can occur as the model may not see enough patterns in the
data.
However, there is also another method known as K-Fold Cross Validation which
can also be used. In K-Fold Cross Validation the dataset is split into K subsets of the
same dataset. The holdout described previously is then ran K times, once for each
subset of data, and the loss is averaged across the K runs (Refaeilzadeh, Tang, & Liu,
2009). Every data point is therefore considered in a validation set exactly once and
ran in a training set k-1 times, helping us to reduce overfitting and use as much of the
data as possible for training the model. Generally a value of 10 is used for the number
of K.
Grid Search
Grid Search allows us to tune our desired hyper-parameters for our models. It allows
us to provide a set of values that we are interested in exploring for their effectiveness
in learning the best model. By running the model against all the provided hyperparameters it can provide us with the optimal hyper-parameters from those supplied.
16
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It runs for all combination of the hyper-parameters. For each value for a hyperparameter i.e. tolerance, it learns a model for every different combination of the other
supplied hyper-parameters. This can be computationally expensive, especially with
a large number of hyper-parameters. However, for the supplied hyper parameters it
retrieves the best performing set (Hsu, Chang, & Lin, 2003).
Decision Tree
Decision Trees are a supervised learning approach to predict values based upon a set
of input features. The output can be either discrete values as classification or they
can be continuous for regression. The goal is to predict a target variable based upon
a simple set of decision rules that have been learned from the data. A Decision Tree
is constructed by recursively splitting the original dataset into sub sets which identify
with a particular sub node or leaf node. Decision Trees are often done in this top down
fashion. This splitting is calculated based upon known metrics such as Gini, Residual
sum of squares or Information Gain to choose a feature at each step that best splits
the items in the dataset at that node (Breiman, Friedman, Stone, & Olshen, 1984).
These use well known mathematical formulae to decide the split.
Decision Trees can also over-fit like other models. To this end, some of the techniques that we mentioned earlier can be utilised to mitigate for over-fitting. Decision
Trees, if left to learn as many leaf nodes as possible, could end up fitting every instance
to a leaf node - thereby over-fitting to each value. To combat this, we can use Early
Stopping by specifying a minimum factor per node for it to be considered for splitting.
One such technique is minimum samples per leaf. In this approach, if the node has
less than the least the number of samples, then that node is a leaf node - where no
further splits can occur.
L1 and L2 regularization can be thought to be achieved based upon the criterion
specified. For Decision Tree regression we can look at a number of criterion by which to
decide a split including Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Squared Error (MSE).
These can be thought of as minimizing the L1 and L2 losses respectively. Indeed, we
can use Grid Search to search for the best values for the minimum samples per leaf
17
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and the criterion.
Decision Trees are attractive for a number of reasons. It has in-built feature selection - more irrelevant features will be used less often. Also it is a white box approach,
where the decisions are often easily explained by boolean logic. This can be useful in
cases where being explainable is legally required. They are often simple to understand.
However, small changes in the training data can result in big changes and the
reasons for splits. As the decisions are made at local node level, there is no guarantee
that it is globally the correct decision.
Linear Regression
Linear Regression is a statistical modelling approach to determining a target variable
from a set of input features. It models the relationship that the input features have
with the target variable. It is a supervised learning technique that predicts an output
variable based on a perceived linear relationship with the input features, much like the
equation of a line. The error is often fitted using least squared error, measuring the
sum of the squared error for each target variable to the line (linear regression value).
The lowest sum of the squared errors provides the best fit.
Much like Decision Trees, Linear Regression models can over-fit. To that end,
regularization can be applied to the linear model to mitigate for over-fitting. Both
L1 (Lasso) and L2 (Ridge) can both be used with Linear Regression. Indeed SciKit
Learn, a popular Python Machine Learning library, has implementations of Linear
Regression for both L1 and L2. We can use Grid Search to optimise the regularization
parameter. For the model, L2 Ridge Regression will be used as the Linear Regression
implementation. It penalizes the size of the coefficients in line with L2 regularization
outlined earlier 3 .
Linear Regression has the advantage of being simple to understand and explain,
given that the weights can be provided. However, it can also be sensitive to outliers
and assumes that the inputs are not dependent upon each other.
3

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.linear model.Ridge
.html
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SVR
Support Vector Machines (SVM) have been used widely for classification problems.
They try to find a line in multidimensional space which can separate targets into appropriate classes based on which side of the line they reside. They have been quite
effective to this purpose. Support Vector Regression (SVR) works on a similar principal. It tries to find an appropriate line in multidimensional space that fits the data.
However, it also allows for us to decide how much margin we have for loss or error in
the model. This error is known as the maximum error either side of the line (epsilon
) that can be configured by the user, or via Grid Search.
As an example a simple linear regression may be of the form: y = mi xi + c. SVR
adds the epsilon  either side of this equation to give an error margin:
y = mi xi + c + 
and
y = mi xi + c − 
While  determines the margin of error around the line in multidimensional space,
there are a number of other parameters that can be used to optimise the model.
Standardizing the input features is one technique we can use as it is recommended
that the data is scaled for use with SVRs. Also in terms of determining how to
determine the line, a kernel is chosen. There are a number of different kernels which
can improve the performance, depending on the data. In our case we will look into
both rbf and sigmoid. We can also look to regularize the model, as we have with other
models. The hyperparameter C, can be thought of as the regularization parameter,
and the use of MSE minimizes it as L2 and MAE as L1 regularization. In other models
we have also looked at mitigating against over-fitting by using Early Stopping. For
SVRs we can also use Early Stopping. In this case we can set a tolerance for stopping
criterion as we have in other models.
XGBoost
XGBoost is a modern implementation of gradient boosting. It is a distributed implementation of the gradient boosting framework - allowing for it to be used across a
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number of distributed processing frameworks to improve performance. While it can
be used in a distributed environment, it can also be run on a single computer. Gradient boosting is a supervised learning technique based upon ensemble based techniques
(Friedman, 2001). These usually use Decision Trees as their prediction models. It
does this by training many models in a sequence where the next model in the sequence builds upon the previous model to build a progressively stronger model based
upon a regression error. This occurs for a specified number of iterations. The final
prediction of the ensemble model is then the weighted sum of the predictions from all
the models in the ensemble.
XGBoost uses a max depth parameter to prune the trees in the ensemble and
enforce early stopping. Regularization is a concern as it is with the other models.
Both L1 and L2 regularization are supported through the reg alpha and reg lambda
parameters. These parameters are XGBoost specific parameters which can be adjusted
to make the model more conservative. GridSearch can also be used to search through
the number of estimators (or trees) to be used as well as the learning rate which should
be used - this gives a weighting to new trees that are added to the model.
While it can perform well on structured datasets, it doesn’t allow for the results
to be explained clearly as it is a black box technique.
Neural Network
Artificial Neural Networks are a supervised learning technique which is loosely modelled on the human brain consisting of multiple nodes that are connected - mimicking
the behaviour of the brain. While there are multiple architectures of neural networks
we will focus on two of the more straight forward - the single layer neural network and
later we will look at Multi Layer Perceptron or multi-layer neural network.
In the fully connected single layer neural network, a layer of inputs feeds into
a single hidden layer, which performs computations before feeding forward into an
output layer to calculate the prediction. This hidden layer is made up of a number
of neurons which receive all the inputs as input and whose computation feeds forward
into the output layer. A neuron receives each input which has an associated weight
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(random at the start). The sum of result of the product of the weights with the inputs
is then used in a function to determine the output of the node. This function is known
as an activation function. Some common activation functions include linear, tanh and
Relu. Once the output has been calculated it is then passed to the node(s) in the
output layer for the target to be calculated in a similar manner to the hidden layer.
Once the output layer calculates the target, this target value is compared to the
actual target via a cost function to determine the error. In the case of our regression
this will be RMSE. This error is then propagated back through the layers, adjusting the
weights associated with the nodes using calculus. This pushes the error back from the
output layer through the hidden layer(s) and is known as back-propagation. For every
input pushed through the system, the error is calculated and pushed back through the
network, resulting in a constantly changing set of weights for all the inputs to all the
nodes.
The benefit of neural networks lies in the fact that they can learn patterns in the
data - especially when using deeper networks with multiple layers. This can be seen in
the application of neural networks to the classification of images and text using neural
network architectures such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN). They often, however, require a lot of data to train and can
take time to train.
For the single layer neural network, a number of activations will be considered Linear and relu. Relu is one of the more popular activation functions used today, often
in classification applications, while linear will deal with the data in a similar manner
to a linear regression. We will standardise all the input data before passing it into
the network as many of the values in the input are of different scale. Leaving the
input unscaled could result in changes to larger values to cause the weights to change
dramatically.
As in previous models, grid search will be used to tune the learning of the model.
As mentioned previously, two activation functions will be tested as will two solvers
for weight optimization - adam and sgd (stochastic gradient decent). The number of
epochs used to learn will vary so that the best number of iterations can be achieved.
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To this end early stopping will also be used by specifying a tolerance level of change
as well as a number of iterations similar to previous models. Finally regularization
will also be applied to model by specifying a regularization parameter (alpha) as well
as use MSE to minimize L2.
Multi-Layer Perceptron
In the previous section single layer neural networks were discussed. Multi-layer deep
neural networks are an extension of this technique. Deep learning introduces multiple
hidden layers which allow for the learning of patterns in the data, allowing for the
flexibility to address non-linear problems. It continues to learn through the data
passed through, adding more patterns - allowing it to fit more complex functions. It
is not limited to the input provided as it can discover patterns at various levels. For
example, in CNNs, patterns can be discovered in images, even though the input does
not provide that in it’s raw form.
Again grid search will be used to find the best fit for the parameters provided.
The same parameters as specified for the single layer neural network will be used here
with the addition of the rmsprop optimizer. MSE will once again be used as the loss
metric. However, we will also have to consider a parameter to determine the best fit
for number of layers to be used.
Adding more layers may uncover more patterns in the data and give us a more
accurate result, but also may tend to over fit the data. To this end, regularization
will once again need to be considered. In addition to the regularization and early
stopping used in previous models, multi-layer neural networks can also use the concept
of dropout that was mentioned previously. The use of dropout should allow for more
sparse networks, with independent neurons within the layers - mitigating for overfitting. The dropout level can be configured via grid search.

2.5.2

Feature Extraction

In order to obtain the most relevant features when evaluating a players performance
for a given position, two approaches will be taken - Sequential Feature Selection and
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Permutation Importance. Each will result in a list of the most relevant features, the
intersection of the two lists will then be used as the features with most relevance as
they will have appeared in both approaches.
Sequential Feature Selection
Sequential Feature Selection (SFS) is an approach which attempts to reduce the dimensionality in a set of features so as to only include those features that are most
relevant to the problem, thus reduce the generalization error. In the case of this dissertation three main parameters were passed in - the regressor, number of features
(K) and the scoring function. The number of features tells SFS the number of most
relevant features to return that fit the supplied regressor best. The means by which
to evaluate the best K subset is given in the scoring function, which in this case is
r2. SFS works by searching the features in the data set and collating all the subsets
of size K within the data set. It then uses those subsets for the supplied regressor,
evaluating each using the scoring function r2.
While in normal operation SFS is used as a feature reduction technique (Aha &
Bankert, 1996), in this case it will be used as a wrapper method technique similar to
that used by Nsolo, Lambrix and Carlsson (Nsolo et al., 2019). In this dissertation
it is used to identify the most relevant features in evaluating a player for a particular
position for the best performing approach.
Permutation Importance
Permutation Importance using the eli54 package is also often used for feature selection. It works slightly different to SFS in that it evaluates the importance of every
feature in the data set by removing a feature from the dataset, retraining the estimator (regressor) and measuring how much the score (r2) decreases as a result. It then
performs the same operation for every other feature in the data set, always evaluating
the estimator with one feature missing. This can be computationally expensive for
4

https://eli5.readthedocs.io/en/latest/blackbox/permutation importance.html#eli5
-permutation-importance
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data sets with large numbers of features. As mentioned on the eli5 website a similar
method is described by Breiman (Breiman, 2001).
As with SFS, this is often used in feature selection but is used here to identify
the most relevant feature similar to the wrapper method used by Nsolo, Lambrix and
Carlsson (Nsolo et al., 2019).

2.6

Summary

In this chapter, some context was presented in relation to the experiment. Background
was presented in relation to the NFL and the positions under review. Research into
similar problems in the NFL as well as in other sports was presented before finally
discussing the methods and approaches that were researched to be used in the experiment. In the next chapter, the experiment design and methodology are discussed,
presenting and analysing the data as well as the methods and error evaluation to be
used.
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Chapter 3
Experiment design and
methodology
In this chapter, some of the approaches learned and discussed through the Literature
Review chapter are used in terms of designing and describing the experiment to be
undertaken. The data used in this thesis is described at the start of this chapter in
section 3.1. The data sources themselves as well as the data they contain are outlined.
As the data comes from multiple sources, the methods for merging these data sources
are outlined for each position in section 3.1. In addition to this, some investigation
is done in section 3.2 into the features on the data sets to find interesting insights as
well as to eliminate duplicate and highly correlated features.
Finally the methods and technical approaches used to make the predictions and
determine the most significant features are introduced and discussed in section 3.3.
Error evaluation approaches are also introduced in section 3.4.

3.1
3.1.1

Data Collection and Preparation
Sources

The data for the work done in this thesis comes from two sources:
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• Pro Football Reference (PFR)
• Pro Football Focus (PFF)

1

2

The first source - pro football reference - is operated by the Sports Reference
LLc group, which operates a number of sports related statistical sites, including ice
hockey, baseball, basketball and soccer. PFR provides data on both retired and active
players, with data covering at least some data from seasons all the way back to pre
superbowl days, including 1920. Data for the site is provided by sportradar which is
the official stats partner of the NFL for current NFL seasons. Newer seasons provide
additional statistics not found previously, due to the thirst for knowledge in the game
by professionals and fans alike - advanced statistics on different play types such as
RPO (Run Pass Option) and Play Action are only available from 2019 but give greater
insight into the approach taken by modern offenses.3
Pro football reference contains data that covers different levels of statistics. It
supplies data on a team-by-team basis as well as player-by-player data. Indeed, within
the player-by-player data, statistics can be further broken down by season-by-season,
game-by-game as well as some limited play-by-play data. This thesis will concern itself
with season-by-season data.
The second source comes from PFF. Pro Football Focus is a company which focuses
on thorough analysis of both college and professional football. It provides grades from
0-100 for players as well as creating and providing advanced statistics throughout the
season. The company supplies custom data to all 32 NFL teams as well as a large
number of college football teams. Their data and grades are also used by multiple
media outlets and sports agencies. Some of their analysts are former NFL players and
assistant coaches.
The company is known for the grades that it provides as they are based upon
context and performance. As opposed to being purely quantitative assessments, PFF
grades every play taking into account the circumstances as not all statistics may be
1

https://www.pro-football-reference.com/
https://www.pff.com/
3
https://www.pro-football-reference.com/years/2019/passing advanced.htm
2
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equal. For example, if one running back makes 10 yards breaking a number of tackles,
that may rank differently to a run of 10 yards with no pressure on the running back.
This can lead to criticism as to how objective the grading is as well as other issues
such as consistency. However, in spite of this the grades are widely used including in
media broadcasts including TV.
PFF first achieved complete data in 2006. This thesis will focus on 10 years worth
of data - the most recent 10 years from 2010-2019. This will be used in conjunction
with the data from pro football reference to obtain a data set that we will look to
predict an evaluation and figure out the most relevant features for a player to achieve
that evaluation.4

3.1.2

Position

Quarterback
Sources For the quarterback position, data from both pro football reference and
PFF will be used. Both sources have some overlapping features that will need to be
addressed, but both also have their own data that is not present in the other. For
example, in pro football reference it outlines whether the player made the pro bowl,
all pro team, how many 4th quarter comebacks they were involved in or game winning
drives that they lead. From a PFF point of view, some of the data was more detailed,
particularly in relation to deep passing, throw-aways and also contains the grades from
PFF analysts.
From PFR, the passing stats - those statistics which measure a QBs ability to
throw a pass to a receiver - per year are used. While there are advanced passing stats,
these are only applicable to the last 3 years. The passing stats are those most often
used when talking about QBs. In addition, once the data has been collected it has
been filtered down to just those players who are QBs. There are times where trick
plays are used and a tight-end or running back may throw a play, but they account
for a very small minority of passes made.
4

https://www.pff.com/grades
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Within PFF there are a lot of different sources of data per player, but for this thesis
three sources of data are used. There are two sources for passing - passing with grades
and deep passing. This will allow us to look at the grades of the player, how they
handle pressure as well as deep throwing statistics to show us how often they attempt
long passes. In addition to the passing statistics, rushing statistics are also considered.
In recent years, more mobile quarterbacks have entered the league such as Deshaun
Watson, Lamar Jackson and Patrick Mahomes. Their ability to use the running game
has transformed how offensive plays are constructed. As a result, rushing statistics
will also be included to observe these newer attributes of a quarterback. Data files
were downloaded as CSV files from the websites.
The target variable for the thesis is the offensive grade as given by PFF. This is
a ranking from 0-100 as judged by the analysts employed by PFF. There are 600+
analysts used by PFF, including many former players and coaches with 10% of analysts
trained so that they can grade plays.5 They use a mix of statistical data as well as
expert knowledge to grade plays within a game, such as grading an incompletion
slightly differently if it is as a result of catcher error as opposed to a bad throw by the
QB.
While the data comes from multiple sources (PFR and PFF), each source provides
records which represent the data for one player in a given year. This data is compiled
and provided on their websites, collated for the year and no additional data wrangling
was needed. Only records which match up in both sources is included for analysis and
use within the models. All features are positive numerical features (either integer or
real numbered) - with only the grades and percentage features having a bound of 100.
All other features have no enforced upper bound.
Merge Methods and Justification Given that there are 4 data sets, across 2
different sources, merging of the data sets is necessary. The four data sets are as
follows: PFR Passing, PFF Passing, PFF Deep Passing and PFF Rushing. Each data
set is only concerned with QB players. The data sets are merged per year and then
5

https://www.pff.com/grades
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the resulting data is appended together.
PFR Passing encompasses statistics related to the QBs performance when throwing
the ball such as completions, yards per attempt, passing touchdowns, etc. PFF Passing
also encompasses measurements of the QB throwing ability over the year adding in
additional features such as the grades, throw aways (balls thrown away under pressure
so as not to lose yards on a play) and bats (balls batted down by the defense). The
PFF Deep Passing statistics also represent throwing statistics, but only in relation to
deep passes (20+ yards). Completed deep passes are of a higher risk as the ball is in
the air for longer and accuracy is key. These can have a big impact on a game and
require a higher level of skill. Finally, the PFF Rushing statistics were included as
QBs run more in the current game. These statistics measure how often they run with
the ball and how effective they are when they do run.
First, PFF Passing and PFF Deep Passing are merged. The two data sets have
overlapping data. As the Deep Passing data set pertains mainly to deep passing
statistics, only the player ID and those fields with ’deep’ in their name are kept from
the deep passing data source. Every player in PFF is given a unique ID. As a result,
the two data sets are merged on the players unique PFF ID. Each subset of data is
for a single year and so the records for each PFF ID should be unique - the year will
be kept as part of the resulting mered record.
Next, the PFF Rushing data is added to the merged data set. This data set
contains a lot of features, but from the QB point of view only the following features
are considered as designed rushing plays for QBs are still not as common: player id,
run plays, attempts, yards, ypa, touchdowns and avoided tackles. Once again the
players unique PFF ID can be used to merge the data sets together.
Finally, the PFR Passing data is incorporated into the final data set. In contrast
to the previously merged PFF data sets, there is no unique ID on which to join. As a
result, another feature needs to be used as the joining feature. No two quarterbacks
have had the same name in the same year, so it was taken that the player name was the
unique feature on which to join. Care had to be taken to make sure that the names
in the two data sources lined up. In the PFR data, the name can have additional
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characters that are added to signify other features. For example, ‘*’ is used to signify
whether the player made the Pro Bowl (an accolade given to the best players in a
given year), ‘+’ is used to signify whether the player made the All Pro team (another
less prestigious accolade given to top players at the end of the year). Both of these
were removed from the player’s name, but used to derive the corresponding features.
Also postfixes such as ‘II’ (the second) are also removed. Just the first and last names
are used.
Features Tables 3.1 and 3.2 below outline the final set of features obtained from the
sources outlined above. Once the complete set of records have been collated, the PFF
Id is no longer required as each record is unique based upon year and name. It could
also influence the learning and so was removed.
Table 3.1: List of QB features - PFR
Column
player
Tm
Age
GS
TD%
Int%
1D
Lng
AYA
YC
YG
Yds.1
NY/A
ANY/A
Sk%
4QC
GWD
Year
proBowl
allPro

Description
Player Name
Team Played For
Age in the given year
Number of Games Started
Percentage of passes thrown that were TDs
Percentage of passes that were Intercepted
Number of 1st Downs passed
Longest completed pass thrown
Adjusted Yards gained per Attempt
Average Passing Yards per completed passing catch
Average Passing Yards per game
Yards lost due to Sacks
Net Yards gained per Attempt
Adjusted Net Yards gained per Attempt
Sack Percentage
4th Quarter Comebacks led by QB
Game Winning Drives led by QB
Year observed
Made Pro Bowl?
Made All Pro Team?
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Table 3.2: List of QB features - PFF
Column
player game count
dropbacks
attempts passing
completions
completion percent
yards passing
ypa passing
touchdowns passing
interceptions
grades offense
grades pass
grades run
grades hands fumble
sacks
bats
drops
thrown aways
hit as threw
qb rating
scrambles
first downs
deep attempts
deep completions
deep drops
deep yards
deep touchdowns
deep interceptions
deep attempt percent
deep accuracy percent
run plays
attempts rushing
yards rushing
ypa rushing
touchdowns rushing
avoided tackles
wins
losses
draws

Description
Number of Games played
Number of times QB dropped back to pass
Number of passing attempts
Number of completed passes
Completion Percentage
Yards from passing
Number of yards gained per attempt
Number of touchdowns
Number of Interceptions
PFF Offensive Grade
PFF Passing Grade
PFF Running Grade
PFF Hands Fumble Grade
Number of sacks
Batted Passes
Drops by Receiver
Number of times intentionally threw away
Number of times hit as thrown
NFL Passer Rating
Number of undesigned runs by QB
Number of first downs
Number of deep passing attempts
Number of deep passing completions
Number of deep passing drops
Number of deep passing yards
Number of deep passing TDs
Number of deep passing interceptions
Deep Passing Attempt Percentage
Deep Passing Accuracy Percentage
Number of run plays
Number of designed rushing attempts
Number of rushing yards
Number of rushing yards per attempt
Number of rushing TDs
Number of avoided tackles
Number of wins
Number of losses
Number of draws

Whilst the majority of the features outlined in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 above are exactly
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as prescribed in the online sources, there were a number of features that needed to be
derived from the sourced data.
The proBowl and allPro features were derived from the PFR data as it was provided
via special characters on the name. To that end, these special characters were also
removed from the name feature. This was achieved by parsing the name text for the
name as well as the special characters which denoted that the player was omitted to
the pro bowl and/or the all pro team. The proBowl and allPro features are Boolean
features set to True when the special character in question is present in the name of
the player provided by PFR - otherwise it is false.
The Year feature was added based upon the year in question that we were adding
to the data set. Every year of data was one data set and these needed to be combined
together to construct the final data set. As each player has a unique id and name,
these could not be used to identify a particular seasons set of data. As a result the
Year feature was added per row.
In PFR, there is a feature which indicates the record of the QB in a particular
season, with one year containing one season. It does this in the following format:
Wins-Losses-Draws. Each piece of information in that feature was extracted out into
it’s own feature and the original feature discarded.
There were two features in the data that contained null values: 4QC and GWD.
4QC indicates the number of 4th quarter comebacks lead by the QB. This means
that the QBs team was trailing going into the 4th quarter of the game and the QB was
involved in leading the team to a comeback victory. There are 27 null values across
311 entries. Given that the numbers are very small and indicate an actual example
of the feature occurring, it was decided to substitute 0 for the null values - no credit
given for any 4th quarter comebacks.
GWD indicates the number of game winning drives (including overtime) lead by
the QB. This means that the team were trailing in the 4th quarter of the game (or
overtime) and that the QB lead the team on a drive (set of plays) that resulted in
the game winning score. There are 27 null values across 311 entries. Given that the
numbers are very small and an event such as a game winning drive is such a notable
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occurrence that it would be recorded it was decided to substitute 0 for the null values
- no credit given for any game winning drives.
Authenticity There were a number of features that were dropped after the data
sets were merged, as they were equivalent features. Where duplicate features existed,
those provided by PFF were chosen as they were the numbers taken into account by
the PFF analysts when grading the players. The differences between the results often
only involved a small subset of records, which varied by a small margin which will be
outlined below.
The following features were dropped: Rk (Rank - PFR rank not relevant), Pos and
Position as all records are QBs, QBR is an ESPN evaluation.
‘Rate’ is dropped in favour of ‘qb rating’. These are the NFL passer ratings. 39 of
311 were different with a difference of either 0.1 or 0.2, for example 87.4 vs 87.5.
‘G’ is dropped in favour of player game count. It is the number of games played
by the QB. 5 of 311 were different with the majority a difference of 1, for example 10
vs 9.
‘Cmp’ is dropped in favour of ‘completions’. This is the number of completions
passing by the QB. 8 of 311 were different with the majority a difference of 1, for
example 353 vs 354.
‘Att’ is dropped in favour of ‘attempts passing’. These are the number of passing
attempts. 24 of 311 were different with the majority a difference of 1, for example 569
vs 570.
‘Cmp%’ is dropped in favour of ‘completion percent’. This the completion percentage passing for he QB. 24 of 311 were different with the majority a difference of
0.1, for example 64.2 vs 64.1.
‘Yds’ is dropped in favour of ‘yards passing’. This is the total number of yards
thrown and is the largest difference with 47 of 311 different with the largest range
from 1 to 12 i.e. 4054 vs 4055.
‘TD’ is dropped in favour of ‘touchdowns passing’. This is the number of touchdowns thrown by the QB. 3 of 311 were different, all with a difference of 1, for example
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20 vs 19.
‘Int’ is dropped in favour of ‘interceptions’. This is the total number of interceptions
thrown by the QB. 4 of 11 were different, all with a difference of 1, for example 23 vs
24.
‘Y/A’ is dropped in favour of ‘ypa passing’. This is the average number of yards
per attempt. 8 of 311 were different with differences of 0.1, for example 8.1 vs 8.2.
‘Sk’ is dropped in favour of ‘sacks’. This is the number of sacks of the QB. 31 of
311 are different with a difference of 1, for example 46 vs 45.
As well as dropping duplicate features, there were a number of features that were
also dropped because they were primarily not quantitative - in this case the other
ratings apart from the grades offense. In addition to that grade, there were three
other grades: grades pass, grades rush and grades hands fumble. These are all grades
from the PFF analysts, and in particular the grades pass has a very high correlation
(0.98) with grades offense. By including that grade, it would match it very closely and
mask the other features. These were removed as a result.
Wide Receiver
Sources As with the quarterback position, data from both PFR and PFF will be
used. There are some overlapping features between the two data sources that will need
to be looked at. However, both bring value as they add additional data unique to that
source. For example, in pro football reference it outlines whether the player made the
pro bowl or made the all pro team. PFF also adds some more advanced statistics
including contested catch rate, yards after catch and average depth of target.
From PFR, the basic receiving stats were used. While there are advanced receiving
stats such as broken tackles and QB passer rating targeting the wide receiver, these
are only applicable to the last 3 years and so weren’t considered. Receiving statistics
aren’t specific to just the wide receiver position - indeed it covers the entire offensive
position group. As a result the results had to be filtered down to just those players
who are classified as wide receivers. There are times where trick plays may occur
and the wide receiver may act as a running back, but they account for a very small
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minority of the runs played and so were not considered for this evaluation.
Within PFF there are a number of different data sources applicable to receiving
that cover a number of different categories such as statistics of the player against
different defensive strategies or within particular offensive strategies. However,for the
purposes of this evaluation just the data source that provides the grades and most of
the receiving stats is used. By using all the other data sources, there is a possibility
that the model might overfit to the data given the number of records per year approximately 220 players per year. Some of the other data sources are summarized
within the main data source which provides approximately 40 features.
As with the QB position, the target variable for the thesis for wide receivers is the
offensive grade as given by PFF. These grades are achieved using the same process as
with the QB position, using multiple analysts who are often ex-players and coaches to
evaluate players on a play-by-play basis.
As with the QB position, while the data comes from multiple sources (PFR and
PFF), each source provides records which represent the data for one player in a given
year. This data is compiled and provided on their webites collated for the year and no
additional data wrangling was needed. Only records which match up in both sources
is included for analysis and use within the models. All features are positive numerical features (either integer or real numbered) - with only the grades and percentage
features having a bound of 100. All other features have no enforced upper bound.
Merge Methods and Justification While the QB position used 4 data sets, across
2 different sources, the WR position is using just 2 data sets from those same 2 data
sources: PFR Receiving and PFF Receiving. Each data set is concerned only with
WR players and any other positions are filtered out. The data sets are merged per
year and then the resulting data is appended together.
PFR Receiving encompasses basic receiving statistics related to a wide receiver
such as Yards per game, receptions per game, total yards for the year, total receptions
per year, targets per year, etc. PFF Receiving also encompasses measurements of the
WRs receiving ability over the year adding in additional features such as the grades,
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avoided tackles, targeted QB rating, yards achieved after a catch, etc.
The two data sets are merged, but there is no common unique ID on which to join.
PFF has a unique ID but this is specific to PFF. As a result, another feature needs
to be used as the joining feature. No two wide receivers have had the same name in
the same year, so it was taken that the player name was the unique feature on which
to join. Care had to be taken to make sure that the names in the two data sources
lined up. In the PFR data, the name can have additional characters that are added
to signify other features. For example, ‘*’ is used to signify whether the player made
the Pro Bowl (an accolade given to the best players in a given year), ‘+’ is used to
signify whether the player made the All Pro team (another less prestigious accolade
given to top players at the end of the year). Both of these were removed from the
player’s name, but used to derive the corresponding features. Also postfixes such as
‘II’ (the second) are also removed. Just the first and last names are used.
Features Tables 3.3 and 3.4 below outline the final set of features obtained from the
sources outlined above. Once the complete set of records have been collated, the PFF
Id is no longer required as each record is unique based upon year and name. It could
also influence the learning and so was removed.
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Table 3.3: List of WR features - PFR
Column
player
Tm
Age
GS
Tgt
Rec
Yds
Y/R
TD
1D
Lng
Y/Tgt
R/G
Y/G
Fmb
proBowl
allPro

Description
Player Name
Team Played For
Age in the given year
Number of Games Started
Number of Pass Targets
Number of Receptions
Receiving Yards
Receiving Yards per Reception
Number of Receiving Touchdowns
Number of First Downs Receiving
Longest reception in yards
Number of Receiving Yards per Target
Number of Receptions per Game
Number of Receiving Yards per Game
Number of Fumbles
Did player make Pro Bowl?
Did player make All Pro Team?
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Table 3.4: List of WR features - PFF
Column
Year
player game count
targets
receptions
caught percent
yards
touchdowns
grades offense
grades pass route
grades hands drop
grades hands fumble
grades pass block
yards per reception
yards after catch
yards after catch per reception
longest
first downs
drops
interceptions
fumbles
avoided tackles
targeted qb rating
penalties
declined penalties

Description
Year Observed
Number of Games Played
Number of times Targeted
Number of receptions
Number of passes caught
Number of Receiving Yards
Number of receiving Touchdowns
PFF Offensive Grade
PFF Passing Routes/Receiving Grade
PFF Hands Drop Grade
PFF Hands Fumble Grade
PFF Pass Block Grade
Number of yards per reception
Number of yards after catch
Number of yards after catch per reception
Longest Reception in yards
Number of First Downs Receiving
Number of on target passes dropped
Number of Receiving interceptions
Number of fumbles
Missed tackles forced after a reception
NFL Passer Rating when targeted
Number of penalties
Number of declined penalties

Whilst the majority of the features outlined in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 above are exactly
as prescribed in the online sources, there were a number of features that needed to be
derived from the sourced data.
The proBowl and allPro features were derived from the PFR data as it was provided
via special characters on the name. To that end, these special characters were also
removed from the name feature. This was achieved by parsing the name text for the
name as well as the special characters which denoted that the player was omitted to
the pro bowl and/or the all pro team. The proBowl and allPro features are Boolean
features set to True when the special character in question is present in the name of
the player provided by PFR - otherwise it is false.
The Year feature was added based upon the year in question that we were adding
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to the data set. Every year of data was one data set and these needed to be combined
together to construct the final data set. As each player has a unique id and name,
these could not be used to identify a particular seasons set of data. As a result the
Year feature was added per row.
Authenticity There were a number of features that were dropped after the data
sets were merged, as they were equivalent features. Where duplicate features existed,
those provided by PFF were chosen as they were the numbers taken into account by
the PFF analysts when grading the players. The differences between the results often
only involved a small subset of records, which varied by a small margin which will be
outlined below.
The following features were dropped: Rk (Rank - PFR rank not relevant), Pos and
Position as all records are WRs.
‘Yds’ is dropped in favour of ‘yards’. This is the total number of yards achieved
by the wide receiver. 74 of 1877 were different with the majority a difference of 3 or
4 yards.
‘TD’ is dropped in favour of ‘touchdowns’. This is the total number of touchdowns
achieved by the wide receiver. 15 0f 1877 were different but there was some difference
between those that differed for example 7 vs 1.
As well as dropping duplicate features, there were a number of features that were
also dropped because they were primarily not quantitative - in this case the other
ratings apart from the grades offense. In addition to that grade, there were four other
grades: grades pass route, grades hands drop, grades pass block and grades hands fumble.
These are all grades from the PFF analysts, and in particular the grades pass route
has a very high correlation (0.98) with grades offense. By including that grade, it
would match it very closely and mask the other features. These were removed as a
result.
As well as dropping some features that are effectively the same features, there were
a number of features that had null values. Both ‘Tgt’ and ‘Y/Tgt’ had null values
for 2 records. Both of these records had null values for both features. As a result the
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records that had those null values were removed from the data set.
Running Back
Sources As with the previous QB and WR positions, data from both PFR and
PFF will be used. Both sources have some overlapping features that will need to be
addressed, but both also have their own data that is not present in the other. For
example, PFR outlines whether a player was selected for Pro Bowl or All Star team
honours. From a PFF point of view, it is able to provide insight into both the running
and passing games allowing for some additional metrics.
From PFR, basic rushing (running) statistics are provided such as longest run,
yards per attempt rushing and yards per game rushing. A lot of these can also be
found in the PFF statistics, although features such as rushing yards per game and
selection for Pro Bowl and All Star team honours are unique to this data set. While
there are advanced rushing stats such as broken tackles and yards before contact
targeting the running back, these are only applicable to the last 3 years and so weren’t
considered. Rushing statistics aren’t specific to just the running back position - indeed
it covers the entire offensive position group. As a result the results had to be filtered
down to just those players who are classified as running backs.
Using the rushing statistics, PFF can provide information in relation to yards after
contact when rushing as well as avoiding tackles as a rusher (runner). Using the same
passing statistics as the WR position, PFF also allows for receiving statistics to be
used. As a result there are two different data sources used from PFF. Traditionally
running backs would be handed the ball by the QB and they would attempt to run
as far towards the opponents end zone as possible before being tackled. However, in
recent years there have been additional tactics used with running backs where they
are more and more asked to catch passes as well as their rushing duties. These passes
aren’t long passes but short passes designed to find more space for the running backs
to use their running skills in.
As with the QB and WR positions, the target variable for the thesis for wide
receivers is the offensive grade as given by PFF. These grades are achieved using the
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same process as with the QB and WR positions, using multiple analysts who are often
ex-players and coaches to evaluate players on a play-by-play basis.
As with the QB and WR positions, while the data comes from multiple sources
(PFR and PFF), each source provides records which represent the data for one player
in a given year. This data is compiled and provided on their webites collated for the
year and no additional data wrangling was needed. Only records which match up
in both sources is included for analysis and use within the models. All features are
positive numerical features (either integer or real numbered) - with only the grades
and percentage features having a bound of 100. All other features have no enforced
upper bound.
Merge Methods and Justification Given that there are 3 data sets, across 2
different sources, merging of the data sets is necessary. The three data sets are as
follows: PFR Rushing, PFF Rushing and PFF Receiving. Each data set is filtered
so that it is only concerned with RB players. The data sets are merged per year and
then the resulting data is appended together.
PFR Rushing encompasses basic statistics related to a RBs performance when
rushing the ball such as yards made rushing, yards per game, yards per attempt and
fumbles. PFF Rushing also incorporates additional features such as yards after contact
and avoided tackles. These metrics indicate how productive the RB can be and how
much they can make plays, get extra yards for the team and enhance the production
of the team. PFF Receiving details are the same as those for the WR position. This
allows for analysis into the productivity of the RB in a passing game, allowing for
more options to the team. It shows how versatile they can be and shows an additional
skill set.
First, PFF Rushing and PFF Receiving are merged. The two data sets have
overlapping data. Where features with the same name are found in both data sets,
the rushing features will be appended with rushing and the receiving features will be
appended with receiving. Every player in PFF is given a unique ID. As a result, the
two data sets are merged on the players unique PFF ID.
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Finally, the PFR Passing data is incorporated into the final data set. In contrast
to the previously merged PFF data sets, there is no unique ID on which to join. As a
result, another feature needs to be used as the joining feature. No two running backs
have had the same name in the same year, so it was taken that the player name was the
unique feature on which to join. Care had to be taken to make sure that the names
in the two data sources lined up. In the PFR data, the name can have additional
characters that are added to signify other features. For example, ‘*’ is used to signify
whether the player made the Pro Bowl (an accolade given to the best players in a
given year), ‘+’ is used to signify whether the player made the All Pro team (another
less prestigious accolade given to top players at the end of the year). Both of these
were removed from the player’s name, but used to derive the corresponding features.
Also postfixes such as ‘II’ (the second) are also removed. Just the first and last names
are used.
Features Tables 3.5 and 3.6 below outline the final set of features obtained from the
sources outlined above. Once the complete set of records have been collated, the PFF
Id is no longer required as each record is unique based upon year and name. It could
also influence the learning and so was removed.
Table 3.5: List of RB features - PFR
Column
player
Tm
Age
G
GS
Y/A
Y/G
Fmb
Year
proBowl
allPro

Description
Player Name
Team Played For
Age of player
Number of Games played
Number of Games started
Yards per attempt rushing
Yards per game rushing
Number of rushing fumbles
Year observed
Made Pro Bowl?
Made All Pro Team?
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Table 3.6: List of RB features - PFF
Column
player game count rushing
yards rushing
ypa
touchdowns rushing
grades offense
grades run
grades hands fumble rushing
yards after contact
yco attempt
longest rushing
avoided tackles rushing
fumbles rushing
penalties rushing
declined penalties rushing
caught percent
yards receiving
touchdowns receiving
grades offense receiving
grades pass route
grades hands fumble receiving
yards per reception
yards after catch
yards after catch per reception
longest receiving
first downs receiving
drops
interceptions
fumbles receiving
avoided tackles receiving
targeted qb rating
penalties receiving
declined penalties receiving

Description
Number of games played
Number of yards rushed
Yards per Attempt
Number of rushing touchdowns
PFF Offensive Grade
PFF Running Grade
PFF Rushing Fumble Grade
Yards after contact
Number of Attempts with yards after contact
Longest rushing yards
Number of tackles avoided while rushing
Number of fumbles while rushing
Number of Penalties on rushing plays
Number of Declined Penalties on rushing plays
Percentage of passes caught
Number of yards receiving
Number of touchdowns receiving
PFF Offensive Grade
PFF Receiving Grade
PFF Grade Receiving Fumbles
Number of yards per reception
Number of yards after catch
Number of yards after catch per reception
Longest reception in yards
Number of first downs receiving
Number of drops receiving
Number of interceptions on passes thrown to
Number of fumbles while receiving
Number of tackles avoided after receiving a pass
QB Rating of QB throwing to RB
Number of Penalties on receiving plays
Number of Declined Penalties on receiving plays

Whilst the majority of the features outlined in Tables 3.5 and 3.6 above are exactly
as prescribed in the online sources, there were a number of features that needed to be
derived from the sourced data.
The proBowl and allPro features were derived from the PFR data as it was provided
via special characters on the name. To that end, these special characters were also
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removed from the name feature. This was achieved by parsing the name text for the
name as well as the special characters which denoted that the player was omitted to
the pro bowl and/or the all pro team. The proBowl and allPro features are Boolean
features set to True when the special character in question is present in the name of
the player provided by PFR - otherwise it is false.
The Year feature was added based upon the year in question that we were adding
to the data set. Every year of data was one data set and these needed to be combined
together to construct the final data set. As each player has a unique id and name,
these could not be used to identify a particular seasons set of data. As a result the
Year feature was added per row.
Authenticity There were a number of features that were dropped after the data
sets were merged, as they were equivalent features. Where duplicate features existed,
those provided by PFF were chosen as they were the numbers taken into account by
the PFF analysts when grading the players. The differences between the results often
only involved a small subset of records, which varied by a small margin which will be
outlined below.
The following features were dropped: Rk (Rank - PFF Rank not relevant), Pos
and position rushing and position receiving as all records are RBs, team name rushing
and team name receiving, player id as this is a PFF specific ID.
‘TD’ is dropped in favour of ‘touchdowns rushing’. This is the total number of
touchdowns achieved by the running back while rushing. 8 0f 1266 records were
different but there was small differences between those that differed for example 6
vs 7.
‘Lng’ is dropped in favour of ‘longest rushing’. This is the longest run in yards
that the RB achieved while rushing. 10 of 1141 records were different but there was
some difference between the two.
As well as dropping duplicate features, there were a number of features that were
also dropped because they were primarily not quantitative - in this case the other
ratings apart from the grades offense. In addition to that grade, there were eight other
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grades: grades run, grades hands fumble rushing, grades run block, grades offense receiving,
grades pass route, grades hands drop, grades hands fumble receiving and grades pass block.
These are all grades from the PFF analysts, and in particular the grades pass route
has a very high correlation (0.98) with grades offense. By including that grade, it
would match it very closely and mask the other features. These were removed as a
result.
As well as dropping some features that are effectively the same features, there
were a number of features that had null values. There were a considerable number of
features that had null values in the compiled data set. Some of these were PFF grades
and so they were removed from the data set. These features were based on grades
given by PFF and so are subject to their grading and evaluations. There were two
other scenarios where null values occurred. The first is where there was no receiving
records for the RB. In this case all the PFF receiving values were null. As a result
these records were removed from the data set. The second is where the RB had null
values for yards per reception and yards after the catch per reception. A number of
records had 0 for both, so any records with null values for this scenario were also
removed.

3.2
3.2.1

Data Analysis
Data Types

The data collected in the NFL predominantly consists of numeric data - integers and
real values. These values are often used to compare player and team performance.
Within the evaluation process of players in the NFL and in the draft where players
can select players coming out of college, numbers are very important and small margins
are often used when negotiating contracts with existing players or in selecting players
in the draft. For example, in the draft the 40 yard dash is one of the most talked
about metrics and a few hundredths of a second difference can have big repercussions
on a players evaluation. Other tests include broad jump length, number of bench press
reps, physical measurements, etc.
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In the data sets obtained, the majority of the data is unbounded. Whilst there
is the possibility that a negative value can exist, the majority of values have a lower
limit of zero, with no upper bound. However, there are a number of features that are
included that are bounded. These come in two varieties. The grades presented in the
data are bounded from 0-100. We will use the offensive grade as our target variable
and remove the other grades for the models as they are from analyst evaluation and
in the case of passing grade, would correlate very closely to our target feature. In the
case of passing grade, the pearson correlation is 0.984449. The other features that are
bounded are those that deal in percentages. Some of the features provide an absolute
number, but these may tell just one side of the story, where the percentage may provide
a different angle. For example, a QB may complete a high number of passes, but if he
also attempts a high number of passes, then he may not be as efficient as another QB
who has less pass completions but they are of a higher percentage completion.
There are two features which are categorical: All Pro and Pro Bowl. Both of these
features are accolades given in a particular year in recognition of good play by players.
The All Pro is voted by the press and declares that player the best in their position
that year. The Pro Bowl is voted by coaches, players and fans and signifies the best
players in each conference of the NFL of which there are two. The players represent
their conference in a game at the end of the season and recognises players as being the
best in their position within their conference.
For the most part, the majority of features follow a normal distribution. The
distributions can be seen in Appendix A.
For QBs, we can see the feature distributions in Appendix A.1. If we remove the
grades, what we can see is that the majority of the features are similar to a normal
distribution. Some of the features are skewed, such as GS (Games started) and player
game count and is something that we would expect as QBs are normally used in every
offensive play. Also dropbacks and scrambles are skewed as we would expect in the
last 10 years that QBs would drop back to pass more often, while scrambles are not
something that is designed (in comparison to QB Runs). Some of the other skewed
variables are expected and are usually on features that contain lower numbers such
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as running touchdowns (touchdowns y) as QBs traditionally would not score a lot of
running touchdowns.
For WRs, we can see the feature distributions in Appendix A.2. Unlike with QBs,
when the grades are removed, the majority of the remaining features do not fit into
normal distributions. Some features such as caught percentage, yards per reception,
longest reception and targeted QB rating follow a normal distribution showing that
per reception, values follow a normal distribution. However, as can be seen from the
feature distribution for ’receptions’, not all WRs get targeted as often. It is heavily
skewed to the left and shows that there are quite a lot of WRs who get few receptions,
and this is the majority. When it comes to throwing a ball to a WR, there are a
few WRs who stand above the others. These WRs are trusted to get free of their
defenders, make the catch (even contested catches) and make yards after the catch.
This fact results in a lot of the other features also being skewed such as receptions per
game, yards per game, yards, yards after catch.
For RBs, we can see the feature distributions in Appendix A.3. Unlike with QBs,
when the grades are removed, the majority of the remaining features do not fit into
normal distributions. Some features such as yards per attempt, yards after contact
per attempt and targeted QB rating follow a normal distribution showing that per
reception, values follow a normal distribution.

Figure 3.1: RB Distribution - Number of Run Plays
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Looking at the distribution for number of run plays in Figure 3.1 above it can be
seen that not all RBs are used equally. It is heavily skewed to the left and shows
that there are quite a lot of RB who get few runs, and this is the majority. However,
there are a few who are trusted to make plays such as avoiding, breaking through
tackles and making yards after contact over the course of the season. This results in a
number of other features also being skewed such as yards after contact, yards rushing
and touchdowns rushing. The same can be seen for the receiving features - much like
with the WR position.

3.2.2

Data Grouping

Within the data obtained from the two sources, some features can be thought of as
related. In relation to QBs features, from the Heatmap generated in Figure 3.3 below
we can see that there are a number of features that are closely aligned. Positive Deep
Passing features correlate closely with each other as do QB designed running plays.
This is to be expected.
Number of games played by a QB, Dropbacks, Passing Attempts, Passing Completions, First Downs and Passing Yards are all closely correlated. Number of games
played by a QB is not closely correlated to runs by QBs showing that QBs main concern in the last 10 years has been to pass the ball to the teams offensive playmakers, as
opposed to making yards through their own running. Later it will be shown that this
has begun to change with the evolution of newer, younger QBs entering the league.

3.2.3

Correlations

Quarterbacks
In Figure 3.2 below any feature with x is passing and anything y is rushing.
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(a) QB Correlation Numbers Top

(b) QB Correlation Numbers Bottom

Figure 3.2: QB Correlation Numbers against grades offense
The correlations are measured against the target feature ”grades offense”.As can be
seen from the correlation numbers in Figures 3.2a and 3.2b shown above, the passing
grade and the target feature offensive grade are very closely correlated and so we will
remove this grade from the model, given that it is also given from analysts. From a
positive correlation point of view that any of the metrics that cover yards per attempt
correlate highly, as does the completion percentage. This is interesting as it shows
that despite the fact that a QB may complete a lot of passes, it is the ability to
consistently complete a pass when thrown that is more important. Touchdowns are
always important in the sport and it is no surprise that it is one of the top correlated
features. What these features indicate is that the ability to correctly choose the correct
target and be able to execute a complete pass to that target, are important skills for
the QB.
From the negative correlation point of view, we can see that percentages are once
again more relevant than the count of instances. Losses will always count against a
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QB as they are the leader and considered the player with most influence on a team.
The interception percentage show that consistently poor reads and throws that result
in interceptions are more relevant than the raw numbers, although the raw numbers
are also relevant as an interception can at best result in ending the offensive drive
and giving the opponent an opportunity to attack, and worst case it can result in
the opponent running in for a touchdown directly off that interception. The sack
percentage is interesting as the raw sack numbers actually correlate positively with the
target variable, whereas the percentage is negatively correlated. It is the percentage
of times that the QB has received the ball and been sacked. This shows that the
prevalence of a QB to throw an interception consistently is a bigger issue.
The correlation plots for the Quarterback position can be found in Appendix B.1.
Plotting a basic scatterplot for each feature against the target feature, we can see
their corresponding correlation strength. What is interesting to see is that there are
some features that appear to be more scattered apart than others. Some features
such as AY/A (Adjusted Yards per Attempt) appear to fit the line a lot more closely
than others such as Y/C (Yards per catch). This indicates a greater variance in
performance for QBs for the features like Y/C and that features such as AY/A may
be a more reliable indicator of performance. Other such features include ANY/A
(Adjusted Net Yards per Attempt), completion percent, passing touchdowns and of
course the passing grade.
Correlation heat map show the correlation between features. Due to the number
of features for the QB position, it is difficult to show the entire correlation heat map.
However, the heat maps provided below (3.3, 3.4 and 3.5) show some insights into
some highly correlated features. As a result a number of features were removed from
the data set as they correlated very closely to other features.
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Figure 3.3: QB Correlation Numbers - Deep Passing
As can be seen in Figure 3.3 above, the features deep yards and deep completions
are highly correlated at 0.98. This makes sense as in order to achieve yards from deeps
passes, then the pass needs to be completed. As a result, the deep completions feature
was removed from the data set as the yards tells us more information than the number
of completions.

Figure 3.4: QB Correlation Numbers - Grades
As can be seen in Figure 3.4 above, the features grades offense and grades pass are
highly correlated at 0.98. It shows the high correlation over the last 10 years between
how high a QB is graded and how good a passer that QB is. This has been consistent
over the 10 years, but in the section looking at correlation trends over time, it will
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be shown that the ability for a QB to also possess a running game is becoming more
and more important. In this instance, the grades pass feature will be removed as the
grades offense is our target feature and including the grades pass feature would overly
skew the predictions.

Figure 3.5: QB Correlation Numbers - Completions
As can be seen in Figure 3.5 above, there are a number of features which are
highly correlated. The features dropbacks and attempts passing are correlated at 0.99,
attempts x and completions are correlated at 0.97 and dropbacks and completions are
correlated at 0.95. All three are highly correlated to each other. As a result, only one
will be kept. Whenever a QB drops back there is a high correlation that they will
attempt a pass. What is more interesting is how many completions were made and it
is for this reason that the completions feature is kept above the other two.
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Wide Receivers

Figure 3.6: WR Correlation Numbers against grades offense
The correlations are measured against the target feature ”grades offense”. There are
a number of PFF grades in the data set that are compiled from the analysts at PFF.
These features will be removed from the data set before progressing with the machine
learning. From a positive correlation point of view, a pattern can be seen. The most
highly correlated features are those that represent the values collated over the course
of the season or per game as opposed to the numbers per reception. What this shows
is that consistent performances over a prolonged period are more valued than per
reception averages. The reason that this may occur is that the most productive WRs
will be marked and covered a lot more by a defence which can result in more space
for a less productive WR. The feature distributions show that the per reception values
follow a more normal distribution.
Four additional features offer interesting insights. Touchdowns are key to any
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offense and it is of no surprise that this correlates with the offensive grade. Two after
catch features show highly as well and indicate the skill of an individual WR - yards
after catch and avoided tackles. The ability for a WR to make a defender miss or
break a tackle is something that can lead to additional yards gained as well as getting
the team into a better position or score a touchdown. These are effective plays. In
addition, the passer rating of the QB who is throwing the pass to the WR is considered
- it makes sense that WRs will find it difficult to perform without an effective QB in
the team.
The correlation plots for the Wide Receiver position can be found in Appendix
B.2. Plotting a basic scatterplot for each feature against the target feature, we can
see their corresponding correlation strength. What is interesting to see is that in
comparison to the QB scatterplots, the WR scatterplots are a lot tighter and closer
together. There are 1877 WR records in comparison to the 311 QB records. Following
on from the correlations above it can be seen that those features related to a per
reception basis have a lower correlation and that their scatterplots fit the line closely
with low correlation. The highly correlated features on the other hand have a different
pattern. Indeed that pattern for the more highly correlated features looks like a a slice
of pizza where the lower values in the feature such as yards or yards after catch are
close together. However, while the values follow the line for the most part, there are
some outliers which correlate with a high offensive grade despite a low feature value.
That could be as a result of a number of reasons. It could be interpreted that the WR
may have a number of different facets which contribute to a good grade, which may
not necessarily be present together. Another interpretation is that there is additional
data that is missing from the data set that may be available to the analysts either
from statistics or their own experiences.
Correlation heat map show the correlation between features. Due to the number
of features for the WR position, it is difficult to show the entire correlation heat map.
However, the heat maps provided in Figure 3.7 below show some insights into some
highly correlated features. As a result a number of features were removed from the
data set as they correlated very closely to other features.
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Figure 3.7: WR Correlation Numbers - Receptions
As can be seen in Figure 3.7 above, there are four features which are highly correlated to each other. ‘Tgt’ and ’targets’ are duplicates and show a high correlation
of 0.99 here. ‘Rec’ and ’receptions’ are also duplicates and highly correlated with a
correlation of 0.99. However, all four features are all highly correlated between 0.97
and 0.99. As a result of the high correlation three of the features can be removed. In
this instance ‘Tgt’, ‘targets’ and ‘Rec’ are removed. The feature ‘receptions’ is kept
for two reasons. The first is that it is from the PFF data set and most likely to be
used in the grade. The second is that receptions were thought to be more relevant as
it signifies that the pass was actually caught.

Figure 3.8: WR Correlation Numbers - Longest
As can be seen in Figure 3.8 above, the features ‘Lng’ and ‘longest’ are highly
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correlated at 0.99. These are effectively duplicate features and as such only one will
be kept. In this instance the feature ‘longest’ will be kept as it is from the PFF data
set associated with the grade.

Figure 3.9: WR Correlation Numbers - First Downs
As can be seen in Figure 3.9 above, the features ‘1D’ and ‘first downs’ are highly
correlated at 0.99. These are effectively duplicate features and as such only one will
be kept. In this instance the feature ‘first downs’ will be kept as it is from the PFF
data set associated with the grade.

Figure 3.10: WR Correlation Numbers - Grades
As can be seen in Figure 3.10 above, the features ‘grades offense’ and ‘grades pass route’
are highly correlated at 0.98. This shows the high correlation between the offensive
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grade overall and the passing grade. While RBs and running is an important part of
the offense, passing plays an important part of any NFL offense and is reflected in it’s
correlation to the offensive grade. As the ‘grades offense’ feature is the target variable,
‘grades pass route’ will be removed.
Running Back

Figure 3.11: RB Correlation Numbers against grades offense
The correlations are measured against the target feature ”grades offense”. There are
a number of PFF grades in the data set that are compiled from the analysts at PFF.
These features will be removed from the data set before progressing with the machine
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learning. From a positive correlation point of view, a pattern can be seen. The most
highly correlated features are those that represent the values collated over the course
of the season or per game as opposed to the numbers per run. What this shows is
that consistent performances over a prolonged period are more valued than per run
averages. Even though player A may have a higher per run average than player B,
if player B is a high performing RB, then they will get more attempts with more
defensive strategies and players deployed against him.
A number of highly correlated features offer insight. The highest correlated features
outside of the PFF grades include avoiding tackles while rushing, yards after contact,
number of yards rushing in total and longest rushing yards. We can also see that
some receiving features (avoided tackles, yards after catch) are amongst the most
highly correlated features and follow the pattern that production after the ball has
been received is what is most highly thought of. In both cases it can be seen that
the features that correlate most with the offensive grade are those that measure the
ability of the player to produce after the ball has been given to them. It is similar to
the WR position in that the ability to break tackles, make defenders miss and be a
playmaker are the most relevant. From a negative correlation point of view it can be
seen that there is a slight negative correlation between age and offensive grades. The
running back position is a physically demanding position where there are a lot of big
physical hits from big players, so this isn’t surprising.
The correlation plots for the Running Back position can be found in Appendix
B.3. Plotting a basic scatterplot for each feature against the target feature, we can see
their corresponding correlation strength. The scatterplots for the RB position follow
a very familiar pattern as those for the WR position - especially in relation to the
receiving features. Similar to the WR position there are considerably more records
for RB than there is for QB - 1141 RB records versus 311 QB records. As a result
there are more data points and some are more observed to be much closer together.
Similar to the WR position, per attempt features follow a normal distribution, both
for rushing and receiving. However, for the highly correlated features that encompass
data not per action, look similar to those of the WR position for a very similar reason.
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When the higher grade is achieved there are far more with higher values for example
for yards after contact. The higher the value the better correlation with a higher grade
- however there are records with low yards after contact but receive high grades. As
there are different styles of RB this isn’t surprising. Where some may not catch but be
very good at running between tackles and big defences, others may use a combination
of running against those big defensive lines and catching short passes and running.
Correlation heat maps show the correlation between features. Due to the number
of features for the RB position, it is difficult to show the entire correlation heat map.
However, the heat maps provided in Figure 3.12 below show some insights into some
highly correlated features. As a result a number of features were removed from the
data set as they correlated very closely to other features.

Figure 3.12: RB Correlation Numbers - Rushing Yards
As can be seen in Figure 3.12 above, there are five features that are highly correlated
to each other - ‘run plays’, ‘attempts’, ‘yards rushing’, ‘Att’ and ‘Yds’. ‘attempts’
and ‘Att’ are duplicates and show a high correlation of exactly 1. ‘yards rushing’ and
‘Yds’ are also duplicates and show a high correlation of exactly 1. The final feature
‘yards rushing’ is also highly correlated and the minimum correlation between any two
of the features is 0.97 showing that every feature is highly correlated to each other.
As such it is not needed to use all five and four of the features can be removed. In
this instance ‘run plays’, ‘attempts’, ‘Att’ and ‘Yds’ are all removed. ‘yards rushing’
is kept for two reasons. The first is that it is from the PFF data set and most likely
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to be used in the grade. The second is that yards rushing were thought to be more
relevant as it signifies that the number of yards that the RB actually obtained.

Figure 3.13: RB Correlation Numbers - Game Count
As can be seen above, the features ’player game count rushing’ and ’player game count receiving’
are highly correlated at 0.99. These are effectively duplicate features and only one will
be kept. In this instance the feature ’player game count rushing’ will be kept as it is
related to the number of games for rushing which is our primary focus with RBs.

Figure 3.14: RB Correlation Numbers - First Downs Rushing
As can be seen in Figure 3.14 above, the features ‘first downs rushing’ and ‘1D’
are highly correlated at 0.99. These are effectively duplicate features and only one will
be kept. In this instance the feature ‘first downs rushing’ will be kept as it is from the
PFF data set associated with the grade.
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Figure 3.15: RB Correlation Numbers - Receiving Yards
As can be seen in Figure 3.15 above, there are three features which are highly
correlated to each other - ‘yards receiving’, ‘targets’ and ‘receptions’. None of the
features are duplicates of each other but are all highly correlated to each other with
the lowest correlation between any two of the three being 0.96. In this instance ‘targets’
and ‘receptions’ will be removed. In this instance the feature ‘yards receiving’ will be
kept as it is from the PFF data set associated with the grade. It also signifies the
yards from receiving and and is thought to be more relevant especially as it would be
a larger number.

Figure 3.16: RB Correlation Numbers - Rushing Fumbles
As can be seen in Figure 3.16 above, the features ‘fumbles rushing’ and ‘Fmb’ are
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highly correlated at 0.91. These are effectively duplicate features and only one will be
kept. In this instance the feature ‘fumbles rushing’ will be kept as it is from the PFF
data set associated with the grade.

3.2.4

Correlation Trends over Time

Quarterbacks
Analysis of the correlation of the features against the target variable can be seen in the
plots in Appendix C.1. By looking at the correlation of features over the last ten years
we hope to observe some trends that are appearing in the game. Looking at some of
the features shows a trend in the modern quarterback play in the last 2 years. While
QBs who could run have played in the past, it wasn’t a skill set that was often used by
offensive coordinators as it increases the likely of injury to the team’s most important
player. However, the figures below indicate that there has been a shift in design of
offensive plays to take advantage of the physical attributes and approaches to playing
the quarterback position brought by a new breed of college quarterbacks including
Deshaun Watson, Patrick Mahomes and Lamar Jackson6 . These players have the
physical traits including physicality and speed to play a new style of game where there
is an increased focus on quarterback runs. These players are not just running QBs,
but can also pass the ball efficiently. Selected trends over time are discussed below
to show the change to the correlation of some features in the previous season that
show a shift in the attributes valued in a quarterback. The figures that follow plot
the correlation of a particular feature against the target feature ”grades offense” over
a period of 10 years to observe the change. In Figures 3.17 and 3.18 below attempts x
is the passing attempts i.e. attempts passing.
6

https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-pocket-passer-is-dying-long-live-the-mobile
-quarterback-11578318795
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Figure 3.17: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for Yards Per Game (Y/G) and
Dropbacks

Figure 3.18: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for passing attempts (attempts x)
and deep yards
In Figures 3.17 and 3.18 above, a decline can be seen in the correlation between the
target variable and the following features: passing yards per game, dropbacks, passing attempts (attempts passing) and deep yards thrown. This indicates that passing
attempts is becoming less of a factor, with QBs with consistent average passing yards
less favoured in comparison to QBs who are efficient and able to get similar yards
with less attempts using more efficient throws as well as being able to read the play to
choose the right receiver to pass to, a receiver who is more likely to gain more ground.
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Figure 3.19: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for Adjusted Yards per Attempt
(AY/A) and Adjusted Net Yards per Attempt(ANY/A)

Figure 3.20: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for Interceptions
Figures 3.19 and 3.20 above highlight that increased average yard per attempt
is trending upwards, indicating that passers who can make big plays and get larger
yards per attempt are more favoured. While larger passing yards per attempt is
more desirable, there is a trade-off - risk. Longer passes result in higher risk of a
turnover or incompletion. In the modern game, where teams are very even in terms
of performance (thanks to the salary cap), every opportunity is vital. To this end
the increase in negative correlation between the target variable and interceptions,
highlights how important the follow two factors are to a football team: accurate
passers over multiple distances and the ability to protect the ball. In Figure 3.21
below ypa y is the yards per attempts for rushing i.e. ypa rushing.
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Figure 3.21: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for run grades and Yards per
Attempt Rushing (ypa y)
One method to protect the ball is not to throw the ball, but to run the ball. This
decreases the risk of losing the ball as the player running the ball should have more
control of the ball than when the ball is in the air. However, this often results in less
yards gained. Traditionally the QB would hand the ball to the running back would run
the ball. However, recently younger QBs are physically larger and faster than before.
This has allowed offensive coordinators to design plays where the QB can run the ball.
This can result with the defence having to worry about an extra running threat while
the offense will gain a blocker. This can be seen in figures 3.17, 3.18,3.19,3.20 and
3.21 above. Yards per attempt running for a QB has gone from being a negatively
correlated feature to being positively correlated, show the desire for QBs who can also
incorporate running into their game. This can be seen by the running grade for QBs
steadily increasing in recent years.
Wide Receivers
Analysis of the correlation of the features against the target variable can be seen in
the plots in Appendix C.2. By looking at the correlation of features over the last ten
years we hope to observe some trends that are appearing in the game. With QBs there
has been a notable trend to add a running game to modern QBs. With WRs there
hasn’t been as big a focus on a new style of play. However, what can be seen from
some of the trends is that results from the receptions and targets of the WR are key
and the ability for the WR to positively impact the play is key.
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Figure 3.22: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for All Pro and Pro Bowl selection

In Figure 3.22 above a decline can be seen in the correlation between whether a
WR made the Pro Bowl or All Pro team and their offensive grade. It can be seen
that the in recent years that the correlations has been in decline. This is interesting
as both Pro Bowl selection is decided by a vote of coaches, players and fans (each
have one third of the vote). And the All Pro team is voted for by the press. As such
both of these are voted on by people who follow the game closely, but it is also partly
a popularity vote. It is interesting to see the reduction in correlation between the
votes and the offensive grades over the course of the season. Where the grades are
accumulated on a play-by-play basis, the votes are a once off evaluation at the end of
the season.

Figure 3.23: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for Games Played (G) and Games
Started (GS)
In Figure 3.23 above, the correlation of games played and games started show a
decreasing trend. This indicates that starting and playing in games is less of a factor
in recent years to the overall grade and that alternative factors may be of influence.
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It indicates that other features are now of more influence and that WRs have to show
more in their game than previously.

Figure 3.24: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for Successful Catch % (Ctch$)
and Receptions

Figure 3.25: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for yards gained and drops grade

Figure 3.26: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for avoided tackles and touchdowns

Following on from the observation above that appearances in games no longer
correlate as high, Figures 3.24, 3.25 and 3.26 above show a trend towards a higher
correlation for actions taken after or at point of a catch. Catch%, Yards and receptions,
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while highly correlated seem to have plateaued in recent years. They are still some of
the highest correlated features and show that production by a WR in terms of catches
and end result is still an important factor. Indeed the final three figures (Figures
3.17,3.18 and 3.19) showed an increase generally and are closely related to accuracy
and after catch production. The grade given for hands in terms of drops indicates that
the ability of the WR to not drop the ball and be relied upon to catch the passes has
been more important in recent years. The final two figures (Figures 3.20 and 3.21)
also show an increase in correlation over the past few years. They are both features
which give an indication of the ability of the WR to perform after the catch has been
performed. They are both highly correlated to the offensive grade showing that despite
appearances as shown above, performance and production are key features of a WR.
The ability to make avoid a tackle and make a defender miss can result in additional
yards for the team or indeed the scoring of a touchdown. Both of which are key. The
ability of the WR to consistently and accurately catch the ball and then add value to
the play are becoming more and more relevant to a good grade.
Running Back
Analysis of the correlation of the features against the target variable can be seen in
the plots in Appendix C.3. By looking at the correlation of features over the last ten
years we hope to observe some trends that are appearing in the game. With QBs
there has been a notable trend to add a running game to modern QBs. With WRs
there didn’t appear to be a big trend. For RBs there has been a noticeable use of
running backs as pass catchers on short passes to expose running lanes outside the big
defensive linemen. Figures 3.27 and 3.28 plot the correlation of a particular feature
against the target feature ”grades offense” over a period of 10 years to observe the
change.
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Figure 3.27: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for Yards per Game (Y/G) and
yards per attempt (Y/A)

Figure 3.28: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for Yards Rushing
In Figures 3.27 and 3.28 above, it can be noticed that there was a dip in correlation
between various rushing yards features and the offensive grade around 2014 and has
been steadily rising ever since. This indicates that the production of yards are becoming more relevant to the offensive grades. The dip could be interesting to investigate,
but it can be seen that the correlation of some receiving features rose during that
period. In addition, part of a RBs job is also to block which is not represented in the
data. However, in recent years the ability to make yards through rushing has risen in
relevance.
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Figure 3.29: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for Yards Receiving Total and
Yards Per Reception
Figure 3.29 above show a decrease in the correlation of yards for receiving over
the past number of years after some years where it had high correlation. The use
of RBs as pass catchers has been noticeable over the last ten years. As an offensive
strategy becomes effective so defensive coaches look at effective ways to stop it. This is
possibly what is being seen here. As can be seen in the yards after catch per reception
in Figures 3.30 and 3.31 below, while receptions correlations have seemed to go down,
effective production after the catch is reflected in the increase in correlation.

Figure 3.30: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for Rushing Touchdowns and Yards
after Contact Gained
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Figure 3.31: Selected Correlation Trend over Time for Tackles Avoided Rushing and
Yards after Catch Per Reception
As mentioned above, the ability of the RB to produce results after receiving the ball
is paramount. As new tactics appear in the game, so do defensive strategies to nullify
them appear. As a result it is ever more important for playmakers such as RBs to make
the most of the situations that they find themselves in. This can be seen in figures
3.27, 3.28,3.29,3.30 and 3.31 above, where each of the features represent outcomes
such as touchdowns and performance related features showing increasing correlations
to the offensive grade, to where they are now among the highest correlated features.

3.3

Methods

In the following sections, the methods used in this thesis to implement the models as
well as to extract the most relevant features (Regularization, Early Stopping, Drop
Out, Cross Validation, Grid Search, Decision Tree, Linear Regression, SVR, XGBoost,
Neural Network and MLP) are outlined.

3.3.1

Model Creation

The following sections outline the machine learning algorithms used in this thesis.
Also detailed are some of the techniques used to optimise said algorithms and to avoid
over-fitting.
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Decision Tree
For Grid Search, only one parameter is chosen - minimum samples per leaf. Mean
Squared Error is chosen as the splitting criterion. Mean Squared Error also minimizes
the L2 loss per node. Minimum samples per leaf enforces that after a split each left
and right branch should have at least that minimum number of leaves in them, helping
to reduce overfitting.
Linear Regression
For Grid Search, two parameters were chosen - alpha and solver. Alpha is the regularization strength used as part of the Ridge Regression. The Ridge Regression variant is
used so that L2 regularization can be applied to reduce overfitting. Alpha determines
the strength of L2 regularization to apply, the values used known as the regularization
parameter (R). The larger the value the greater the regularization. The value is used
1
in the formula as
.
2R
SVR
For Grid Search, three parameters were chosen - C, gamma and tol. The kernel used
is rbf (radial basis function). C is the regularization parameter used to implement L2
regularization. The strength of the regularization used is inversely proportional to the
value specified for C. Gamma is the kernel coefficient used for the chosen kernel and
is used to adjust the sensitivity in the kernel to input features. Five kernel coefficients
were chosen - 2−9 , 2−7 , 2−5 , 2−3 , 2−1 .
The tol parameter specifies the tolerance for the stopping condition for early stopping. This should help mitigate against overfitting in the model. Five values for the
tolerance were chosen - 1e−5 , 1e−4 , 1e−3 , 1e−2 , 1e−1 .
XGBoost
For Grid Search, two parameters were chosen - number of estimators and the learning
rate. Squared error was used as the objective by which to evaluate. Number of
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estimators is the number of boosting rounds used to learn the function. The learning
rate is similar to regression in that it is a weighting to slow down the learning and
helps mitigate against overfitting.
Neural Network
For Grid Search, six parameters were chosen - solver, maximum iterations, activation,
alpha, number of iterations with no change and tol. There is a default hidden layer
size of 100 neurons. Solver is the optimizer to be used to change the weights of the
network and the learning rate so as to minimize the loss and achieve results quicker.
Maximum iterations is the number of iterations that the solver should go through
until convergence is found as determined by the tolerance. It determines the number
of epochs that are used for the neural networks training. Activation is the activation
function used by the network to apply a mathematical formula to a set of inputs to a
neuron/node and generate an output. Alpha is the L2 regularization parameter used
to mitigate against overfitting. Number of iterations with no change is used to provide
early stopping in the network. It specifies the maximum number of epochs where the
tolerance improvement was not met. Tol is the tolerance that was mentioned in the
previous parameters and is the tolerance used for optimizing the network.
Multi-Layer Perceptron
For Grid Search, five parameters were chosen - number of neurons, epochs, optimizer,
activation and dropout rate. A batch size of 128 was chosen. Even though this may
reduce accuracy, it allowed for the learning to finish quicker. Through trial and error,
three layers worked well. Both accuracy and speed of training had to be taken into
account. Number of neurons is the number of neurons in each layer. Epochs is the
number of iterations to use while training the model until convergence is found similar to the maximum iterations in the previous approach. Optimizer is the same as
the solver in the previous approach. Activation is again the same as in the previous
approach. Finally the drop out rate is adjusted. As mentioned previously drop out
helps to learn more independent features and helps mitigate against overfitting. The
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rate determines what fraction of the neurons are held out at that layer. Dropout has
been applied to each layer in the network.

3.4

Error Evaluation

The evaluation of the models will be conducted across the positional groups. Each
machine learning approach (Linear Regression, Decision Tree, SVM, Gradient Boost
and the ANNs) will be run against each positional group using K-fold cross validation
with K set to 10. The r-squared, root mean squared error (rmse) and mean absolute
error (mae) will be retrieved for each approach. The r-squared will be our main
metric as this measures the best fit - it denotes the proportion of the variance in the
target (dependent variable) that is predictable from the independent variables using
the model. The hypothesis will be accepted if the results from the neural networks
are comparable to those achieved by the traditional models. That is to say that after
running the models using K-Fold cross validation with K equal to 10 (along with a
t-test), and if significant we should evaluate the models based upon their r-squared
values. A neural network model should be comparable to the best fitting traditional
model (within 5 percent) for the hypothesis to be accepted. Also the best fitting model
for each position group should be used along with the wrapper method to determine
the most significant features that lead to the evaluation of the player by the model.

3.5

Summary

In this chapter the data and its sources were introduced. The merging of the sources for
each position was detailed and the resulting data sets and features were investigated for
interesting insights. The hyper-parameters for the different approaches were discussed
along with the error evaluation. In the next chapter, the results of the experiment will
be presented and discussed.
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Results, evaluation and discussion
Following the presentation of the approaches in chapter 3, the approaches are implemented and their results for each of the three positions discussed in this chapter. In
sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 the implementations are discussed and their results compared.
The results of the investigations into the most significant features are presented for
each position. In section 4.4, the results are presented from the point of view of the
approaches. Finally, a discussion on the results is presented for each position.

4.1

Quarterback Results

The following models were run on the QB data allowing for the models to be compared
and the most significant features extracted.

4.1.1

Model Results and Evaluation

As mentioned in the previous section, Methods , 5 different approaches were taken to
predict the PFF ranking of the quarterback for a given year. In order to achieve the
best result, each approach will use Grid Search to obtain the best parameters from a
range of parameters provided. Each approach will also use 10-Fold Cross Validation
to help reduce overfitting, allow for all the data to be used and to get more metrics
by which to evaluate the approaches. Each approach will also apply standard scaling
to the input features - scaling to unit variance for each feature.
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Linear Regression
The first approach that was evaluated was Linear Regression. This approach gives a
mathematical calculation across all the 50 parameters in the input feature data set.
As well as an intercept value, the Linear Regression algorithm learns an appropriate
weight for each feature.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters.In this case
the Alpha values of 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0 were used as the regularization parameter (R).
Therefore the values range from no regularization (0.5) to regularization of a half (1.0).
The other parameter is the solver. This represents the computational functionality
used in determining the target. Two solvers were tested - lsqr (least squares resolver)
and sag (stochastic average gradient). Both are commonly used solvers.
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameters were an alpha of 1.0 and
sag was the best solver. This combination resulted in a mean squared error of 40.1148
and an accuracy of 0.6786.
Use of a higher alpha would be recommended, to see at what point too much
regularization affects the result in a negative sense. The accuracy of 0.6786 indicates
that there is plenty of work to be done to achieve a similar grade as that provided by
PFF.
From the weights learned by the model, it can be seen that the feature that most
positively affects the grade is the yards per attempt passing (ypa x).
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Figure 4.1: QB Linear Regression Coefficients
Each of the coefficients in Figure 4.1 above matches to each of the input features
shown. For any single prediction, the value for each of the features are multiplied by
their corresponding coefficient and they are all added together. The result is added to
the intercept of 72.0621 to predict the grade/target value. Some of the top features
to positively affect the prediction include yards per attempt passing, first downs,
completion percentage amongst others. If the input for a prediction provided 0 for all
values, the model would produce a better grade of approx. 72 versus the 67.8 achieved
on average. This is interesting as the QBs age provides a positive increase.
SVR
SVR was the next approach evaluated. This approach again uses mathematical calculations to arrive at a prediction from the input feature set.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters. Four values
were tried for C in the Grid Search - 1e0 , 1e1 , 1e2 , 1e3 .
Five kernel coefficients were chosen for Gamma - 2−9 , 2−7 , 2−5 , 2−3 , 2−1 .
Five values for the tolerance were chosen - 1e−5 , 1e−4 , 1e−3 , 1e−2 , 1e−1 .
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameters were a C of 10, gamma
of 0.0019 and tol of 1e−5 .
This combination resulted in a mean squared error of 32.1267 and accuracy of
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0.7426. This is a significant improvement on the results returned by Linear Regression.
However, SVR doesn’t expose the importance of features within the model - it is a
black box.
XGBoost
As described previously, XGBoost is a modern implementation of gradient boosting,
using ensembles of decision trees to progressively build stronger and stronger models
based upon regression error.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters. Four values for
number of estimators were chosen - 50, 100, 500 and 1000. Three values for learning
rate were chosen - 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1.
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameters were number of estimators
of 1000 and learning rate of 0.01.
This combination resulted in a mean squared error of 38.4277 and accuracy of
0.6921. While it is an improvement on the Linear Regression model, the SVR model
performs considerably better on this data set. Similar to SVR, XGBoost is also a
black box. Given the iterative nature of the improving model, it is difficult to reverse
engineer to find the impact of each feature.
Decision Tree
Like Linear Regression, Decision Trees are one of the older more established approaches. It also relies upon mathematics, in this case to eagerly determine the most
appropriate splits at a particular level depending on the feature and its value.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameter.Five values were
chosen - 2, 4, 6, 8, 10.
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameter was minimum samples per
leaf of 10, indicating less overfitting to the test data set.
This combination resulted in a mean squared error of 57.4905 and accuracy of
0.5394. This is significantly worse than even the Linear Regression approach. As
mentioned previously, as Decision Trees are eager and make decisions at a local level,
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there is no guarantee that it is the globally correct decision and therefore can result
in less accurate models. One advantage of Decision Trees is that they can explain the
choices made.
From the graph of the decision tree shown in Appendix D.1, it can be seen that
any prediction that is made starts with a decision on the value of the Adjusted Net
Yards per Attempt (ANY/A) feature. Any value for this over 72.352 will result in
a higher grade, indicating that this is the most important feature in the data set for
the Decision Tree. Other critical features include the QB Rating as determined by
the NFL, the QBs age, Yards Per Game (Y/G) and the number of first downs they
obtain. It is also interesting to note that the QB Rating is used a second time down
one of the branches in the tree.
Single Layer Neural Network
Single Layer Neural Network is the first neural network approach used in this evaluation. In this case only one layer is considered when training the model. Weights are
randomly assigned on initiation of the model and a series of feed forward with back
propagation update the weights of the neurons in the single layer of the network.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters. Two optimizers were chosen - stochastic gradient descent and adam. They are both stochastic
optimizers. For maximum iteration four values were chosen - 110, 100, 90 and 80.
For activation two activation functions were chosen - Identity and Relu. The Identity
activation function acts in a similar manner to Linear Regression, except per neuron.
The Relu activation function is a popular activation function in deep neural networks
and outputs the input if it is positive but sets all negative input to zero. For alpha
6 values were chosen 0.00001, 0.0001,0.001,0.01,0.1 and 0.5. For number of iterations
with no change three values were chosen - 10,15,20. For the tolerance three values
were chosen - 1e−5 , 1e−4 , 1e−3 .
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameters were solver of sgd, maximum iterations of 80, activation function of identity, alpha of 0.01, number of iterations
with no change of 15 and tolerance of 1e−3 .
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The combination resulted in a mean squared error of 38.5951 and accuracy of
0.6908. This is comparable to the XGBoost approach with a similar mean squared
error but marginally worse accuracy. Similar to the XGBoost approach, it is difficult
to find the impact of each feature, although the coefficients and weights are available.
However, as every input is connected to every neuron in the hidden layer this is a
difficult task.
Deep Neural Network
The Deep Neural Network approach is very similar to the previous Single Layer Neural
Network approach except that it uses multiple layers to discover patterns in the data
to help improve prediction. Also a different technology is used to implement deep
neural networks here. Keras with Tensorflow is used instead of SciKit Learn as it
is one of the most common and well known frameworks for buildling deep learning
networks.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters. For number
of neurons two values were chosen - 80 and 100. For number of epochs Three values
were chosen - 1000,3000 and 5000. Optimizer is the same as the solver in the previous
approach and three values were chosen - sgd, adam and rmsprop. Rmsprop was not
available in the previous approach, but provides an additional option. Activation is
again the same as in the previous approach and the same values are chosen again, with
Identity now known as linear. Adam was also used again. For drop out two values
were chosen - 0.3 and 0.5.
Using Grid Search, it was found that the best parameters were number of neurons
of 80, epochs of 5000, optimizer of rmsprop, activation of linear and dropout rate of
0.5.
The combination resulted in a mean squared error of 38.2680 and accuracy of
0.6934. This again is similar to the XGBoost approach except with slightly better
results for both mean squared error and accuracy. As with the Single Layer Neural
Network, the ability to explain how a prediction arose from it’s inputs is a very difficult
task.
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The summary of the layers in the network can be seen in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: QB Deep Neural Network Summary

4.1.2

Feature Extraction

When predicting grades of players it can be useful to highlight what features influence
the prediction the most. However, that can be a challenge when the model uses an
approach that doesn’t easily explain how it came to that prediction. While Decision
Trees can explain the decisions made to get to a prediction, and Linear Regression
can give the coefficients for each feature along with the intercept term, neither is the
most performant approach.
To this end, two approaches will be used to explore the model to see the most
significant features in the input feature set. Wrapper methods have been used to
identify significant features in previous machine learning work with sport (Nsolo et al.,
2019).Both approaches taken are often used as feature reduction techniques and can be
classified as wrapper methods but can also help provide insight into significant features.
One approach is that of Sequential Feature Selection as outlined and implemented
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by mlxtend1 . The other approach is to use Permutation Importance as outlined by
eli52 . With Permutation Importance measures how loss or score varies based upon the
omission of a feature.
By using the two approaches mentioned above, significant features can be found,
with those found in both gaining extra significance. Only the top features of each will
be considered. In addition to this, a comparison will also be made to the features and
their weights arising from both the Linear Regression and Decision Tree models. The
top performing model - SVR - will be analysed for the most significant features.
Table 4.1: Significant Features for QB
Permutation Importance
ypa passing
completion percent
qb rating
losses
AY/A
deep accuracy percent
interceptions
Age
grades hands fumble
allPro
ANY/A

SFS
1D
ANY/A
completion percent
grades hands fumble
drops
qb rating
deep drops
deep attempt percent
deep accuracy percent
losses

There are six common significant features arising from the overlap of the two
wrapper methodologies:
• completion percent
• qb rating
• losses
• deep accuracy percent
1

http://rasbt.github.io/mlxtend/user guide/feature selection/
SequentialFeatureSelector/#sequential-feature-selector
2
https://eli5.readthedocs.io/en/latest/blackbox/permutation importance.html#eli5
-permutation-importance
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• grades hands fumble
• ANY/A
Completion Percent is the percentage of passes that were completed by the QB
to their target. QB Rating is the NFLs Passer Rating for QBs. This is published
frequently by the NFL. Losses are the number of losses the QB was involved in. Deep
accuracy percent is the percentage of deep passes that were completed - similar to the
completion percent except solely looking at deep (long - 20+ yards) passes. Grades
hands fumble is a grade given based on the QB fumbling the ball when receiving a snap
at the start of a play or from hand the ball to a running back. ANY/A is adjusted net
yards per attempt. This is a more advanced statistic which is a calculation based on a
number of other features. It rewards touchdowns thrown while punishing interceptions
and is all calculated into one statistic using the following formula3 (pass yards +
20*(passing touchdown) - 45*(interceptions thrown) - sack yards)/(passing attempts
+ sacks).

4.1.3

Discussion

The table below summarizes the results found above.
Table 4.2: QB Model Comparisons
Model
SVR
Deep Neural Network
XGBoost
Single Layer Neural Network
Linear Regression
Decision Tree

MSE
32.126725
38.268055
38.427732
38.595139
40.114897
57.490511

Accuracy
0.742643
0.693447
0.692168
0.690827
0.678653
0.539462

We can see from Table 4.2 above that the SVR approach clearly outperforms the
other approaches. While both Linear Regression and Decision Tree both come with an
element of observability and explainability, their results are the worst performing of
3

https://www.pro-football-reference.com/about/glossary.htm
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all the approaches. This raises an interesting discussion and trade-off of performance
versus explainability. Depending on the audience a different approach may be necessary. If the goal is to solely provide a metric, then SVR is clearly the best performing
approach for a data set of this size. Deep Neural Networks perform best with a larger
data set and it is possible that with a larger data set or a fine tuned pre-trained model
that the Deep Neural Network could improve it’s performance (Feng, Zhou, & Dong,
2019).
Each of the approaches performed Grid Search with 10 Fold Cross Validation. As
such each had different parameters to tune and optimize. Where possible techniques
such as Drop out, Regularization and early stopping were included to mitigate against
overfitting. Many of the starting points for the parameters used were achieved through
manual trial and error and this can be seen in the difference in parameter values for
similar parameters for Single Layer Neural Network and Deep Neural Network. Indeed
in these cases trade-offs were needed to address learning time. GPUs help speed up
the training, but resources can be limited in usages of GPUs.
The difference in performance of each approach depending on the parameters used
in the Grid Search with Cross Validation can be seen in the box plots in Figures 4.3
and 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: QB Best Performing Search Parms Per Approach

Figure 4.4: QB Worst Performing Grid Search Parms Per Approach
The box plots in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 above represent the best and worst performing
parameters for each approach using Grid Search Cross Validation. Each box plot
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represents the 10 accuracy numbers as achieved using 10 Fold Cross Validation for
that parameter set for the accuracy metric. The values for the Single Layer Neural
Network approach could not be shown at time of writing. They do highlight some
interesting observations.
The first interesting observation is that depending on the difference in parameters,
some approaches will be significantly more affected than others. As an example, the
worst performing models for Linear Regression, XGBoost and Deep Neural Network
do not appear to vary significantly from the best performing model. However, both
Decision Tree and SVR vary significantly from their best performing model. The
is especially the case with SVR. The difference in parameters results in the SVR
being significantly the worst performing approach with it’s worst set of parameters, to
being significantly the best with it’s best performing set of parameters. This could be
interpreted as the SVR approach being more sensitive to parameter changes, or that
the best set of values and/or parameters were not found for the other approaches.
Further investigation would be required for this.
The second interesting observation surrounds the box plots themselves and their
ranges for the best performing models. From the box plots it can be seen that the
box plots of Linear Regression, SVR, XGBoost and Deep Neural Networks are much
more similar to each other than to Decision Trees. This reinforces the findings that
those models tend to have a difference to the Decision Tree model that is statistically
significant - p values of 0.027 for Decision Tree versus Neural Networks, 0.002 for
decision tree versus Linear Regression with SVM at 0.094 and XGBoost at 0.163. None
of the other approaches had a difference to another that was statistically significant.
It is also interesting that XGBoost appears to have achieved the highest accuracy
during one of it’s Cross Validation runs. And indeed it’s range seems to be higher
than that of Deep Neural Networks. However, it’s inter-quartile range is longer and
it’s median is slightly lower than that in the Deep Neural Network. This may result in
a wider range of accuracy values when using XGBoost versus the Deep Neural Network
model. The Linear Regression model does appear to have a large inter-quartile range,
but never gets a maximum that compares to the other three highest models. While
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Decision Tree has one outlier at the top, it is significantly lower. SVR is interesting
as it has an outlier at the lower end. This may appear at the start of the training
cycle, whereas the median is almost at the top of the interquartile range, indicating
that there are a considerable number of higher values above that point and that indeed
that low outlier may have skewed the inter-quartile range somewhat. Despite achieving
the highest accuracy and lowest mean squared error across the approaches, there is
a marked difference in accuracy between the SVR prediction and that of the grade
given by PFF. This indicates that there could be many more optimizations that could
be made. However, additional data points might also add additional patterns that
could be observed within the data. PFF use many analysts to look at plays in the
game and to give scores based upon the outcome (as defined in the statistics) as well
as situational evaluations. This situational awareness provides a level of detail that
the data used here does not provide. An example for QBs might be a well thrown,
accurate deep pass to a receiver who makes a mistake and the opposition team turning
over the ball and returning the play for a touchdown. In this scenario, the QB made a
good play but was let down by the receiver. In the data collected in this data set, this
would be represented as a negative for deep passing metrics, an additional interception
and would negatively affect the QBs grade. However, with additional data, such as
PFFs analysis, then the QB may actually get a more favourable grade.
However, SVR outperformed the other approaches - especially those that can give
some indication as to how they came to a prediction. To tackle this some wrapper
method techniques were applied to the SVR as it was the best performing approach.
As a result some insight was observed into what were the most significant features
for SVR. One prominent theme that shows is that accuracy of both throwing and
execution is a key metric as shown by the completion percent, deep accuracy percent
features as well as the grades hands fumble feature. These, coupled with the externally
calculated values of QB Rating and ANY/A is important as it shows that QBs who
can reduce unforced errors and be accurate grade highest. As shown previously, in
recent years QBs who can run have seen their grades rise as a result. However, over
the span of the last ten years accuracy has been of most importance.
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An interesting insight is to compare the significant features used in the prediction of
the SVR model to those explained by the Decision Tree and Linear Regression models.
For the Linear Regression model only 1D (first downs), Age and completion percent
overlap with the significant features of both wrapper methods for SVR. Indeed, only
completion percent is in all three. For Decision Trees there is much more overlap with
the following features appearing prominently in the graph: ANY/A, QB Rating, Age,
1D (first Downs), Deep Accuracy Percent and Deep Drops. Three of these overlap
with both the wrapper methods for the SVR - ANY/A, Deep Accuracy Percent and
QB Rating. It is noticeable that the features that are in common are based upon
accuracy and completing passes, as shown in Deep Accuracy Percent and completion
Percent as well as in the calculated features of ANY/A and QB Rating.

4.2

Wide Receiver Results

The following models were run on the WR data allowing for the models to be compared
and the most significant features extracted.

4.2.1

Model Results and Evaluation

As in the previous section, Section 4.1, 5 different approaches were taken to predict
the PFF ranking of the wide receiver for a given year. In order to achieve the best
result, each approach will use Grid Search to obtain the best parameters from a range
of parameters provided. Each approach will also use 10-Fold Cross Validation to help
reduce overfitting, allow for all the data to be used and to get more metrics by which
to evaluate the approaches. Each approach will also apply standard scaling to the
input features - scaling to unit variance for each feature.
Linear Regression
The first approach that was evaluated was Linear Regression. This approach gives a
mathematical calculation across all the 50 parameters in the input feature data set.
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As well as an intercept value, the Linear Regression algorithm learns an appropriate
weight for each feature.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters.In this case
the Alpha values of 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0 were used as the regularization parameter (R).
Therefore the values range from no regularization (0.5) to regularization of a half (1.0).
The other parameter is the solver. This represents the computational functionality
used in determining the target. Two solvers were tested - lsqr (least squares resolver)
and sag (stochastic average gradient). Both are commonly used solvers.
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameters were an alpha of 1.0 and
sag was the best solver. This combination resulted in a mean squared error of 26.4427
and an accuracy of 0.7525.
Use of a higher alpha would be recommended, to see at what point too much
regularization affects the result in a negative sense. The accuracy of 0.7525 indicates
that there is plenty of work to be done to achieve a similar grade as that provided by
PFF. This will be discussed later.
From the weights learned by the model, it can be seen that the feature that
most positively affects the grade is the number of first downs as a result of the play
(first downs).

Figure 4.5: WR Linear Regression Coefficients
Each of the coefficients matches to each of the input features in Figure 4.5. For any
single prediction, the value for each of the features are multiplied by their corresponding coefficient and they are all added together. The result is added to the intercept
of 66.4356 to predict the grade/target value. Some of the top features to positively
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affect the prediction include yards per game, first downs, yards per reception amongst
others.
SVR
SVR was the next approach evaluated. This approach again uses mathematical calculations to arrive at a prediction from the input feature set.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters. Four values
were tried for C in the Grid Search - 1e0 , 1e1 , 1e2 , 1e3 .
Five kernel coefficients were chosen for Gamma - 2−9 , 2−7 , 2−5 , 2−3 , 2−1 .
Five values for the tolerance were chosen - 1e−5 , 1e−4 , 1e−3 , 1e−2 , 1e−1 .
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameters were a C of 100, gamma
of 0.001953125 and tol of 1e−4 .
This combination resulted in a mean squared error of 25.4618 and accuracy of
0.7617. This is a slight improvement on the results returned by Linear Regression.
However, SVR doesn’t expose the importance of features within the model - it is a
black box.
XGBoost
As described previously, XGBoost is a modern implementation of gradient boosting,
using ensembles of decision trees to progressively build stronger and stronger models
based upon regression error.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters. Four values for
number of estimators were chosen - 50, 100, 500 and 1000. Three values for learning
rate were chosen - 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1.
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameters were number of estimators
of 500 and learning rate of 0.05.
This combination resulted in a mean squared error of 29.2021 and accuracy of
0.7267. While it is an improvement on the Linear Regression model, the SVR model
performs considerably better on this data set. Similar to SVR, XGBoost is also a
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black box. Given the iterative nature of the improving model, it is difficult to reverse
engineer to find the impact of each feature.
Decision Tree
Like Linear Regression, Decision Trees are one of the older more established approaches. It also relies upon mathematics, in this case to eagerly determine the most
appropriate splits at a particular level depending on the feature and its value.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameter.Five values were
chosen - 2,4,6,8,10.
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameter was minimum samples per
leaf of 10, indicating less overfitting to the test data set.
This combination resulted in a mean squared error of 42.2984 and accuracy of
0.6041. This is significantly worse than even the Linear Regression approach. As
mentioned previously, as Decision Trees are eager and make decisions at a local level,
there is no guarantee that it is the globally correct decision and therefore can result
in less accurate models. One advantage of Decision Trees is that they can explain the
choices made.
From the graph of the decision tree shown in Appendix D.2, it can be seen that
any prediction that is made starts with a decision on the value of the Yards Per
Game (Y/G) feature. Any value for this over 66.167 will result in a higher grade,
indicating that this is the most important feature in the data set for the Decision
Tree. Other critical features include the Yards per Target (Y/Tgt), catch percentage,
caught percentage, touchdowns, drops and the number of first downs they obtain. It
is also interesting to note that the yards per game Rating is used multiple times down
many of the branches in the tree. This tree is much deeper and wider than that seen
with the QB, possibly as a result of considerably more records to split on.
Single Layer Neural Network
Single Layer Neural Network is the first neural network approach used in this evaluation. In this case only one layer is considered when training the model. Weights are
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randomly assigned on initiation of the model and a series of feed forward with back
propagation update the weights of the neurons in the single layer of the network.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters. Two optimizers were chosen - stochastic gradient descent and adam. They are both stochastic
optimizers. For maximum iteration four values were chosen - 110,100,90 and 80. For
activation two activation functions were chosen - Identity and Relu. The Identity activation function acts in a similar manner to Linear Regression, except per neuron.
The Relu activation function is a popular activation function in deep neural networks
and outputs the input if it is positive but sets all negative input to zero. For alpha
6 values were chosen 0.00001, 0.0001,0.001,0.01,0.1 and 0.5. For number of iterations
with no change three values were chosen - 10,15,20. For the tolerance three values
were chosen - 1e−5 , 1e−4 , 1e−3 .
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameters were solver of sgd, maximum iterations of 90, activation function of identity, alpha of 0.001, number of iterations with no change of 20 and tolerance of 1e−5 .
The combination resulted in a mean squared error of 27.7681 and accuracy of
0.7401. This is comparable to the XGBoost approach with a similar mean squared
error but marginally worse accuracy. Similar to the XGBoost approach, it is difficult
to find the impact of each feature, although the coefficients and weights are available.
However, as every input is connected to every neuron in the hidden layer this is a
difficult task.
Deep Neural Network
The Deep Neural Network approach is very similar to the previous Single Layer Neural
Network approach except that it uses multiple layers to discover patterns in the data
to help improve prediction. Also a different technology is used to implement deep
neural networks here. Keras with Tensorflow is used instead of SciKit Learn as it
is one of the most common and well known frameworks for buildling deep learning
networks.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters. For number of
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neurons three values were chosen - 50, 80 and 100. For number of epochs Three values
were chosen - 1000,3000 and 5000. Optimizer is the same as the solver in the previous
approach and three values were chosen - sgd, adam and rmsprop. Rmsprop was not
available in the previous approach, but provides an additional option. Activation is
again the same as in the previous approach and the same values are chosen again, with
Identity now known as linear. Adam was also used again. For drop out two values
were chosen - 0.3 and 0.5.
Using Grid Search, it was found that the best parameters were number of neurons
of 100, epochs of 5000, optimizer of rmsprop, activation of linear and dropout rate of
0.5.
The combination resulted in a mean squared error of 26.5896 and accuracy of
0.7511. This again is similar to the XGBoost approach except with slightly better
results for both mean squared error and accuracy. As with the Single Layer Neural
Network, the ability to explain how a prediction arose from it’s inputs is a very difficult
task.
The summary of the layers in the network can be seen in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: WR Deep Neural Network Summary

4.2.2

Feature Extraction

As with the QB feature extraction, both Sequential Feature Selection (SFS) and Permutation Importance with eli5 will be used to identify significant features. Using the
two approaches, significant features can be found, with those found in both gaining
extra significance. Only the top features of each will be considered. In addition to
this, a comparison will also be made to the features and their weights arising from
both the Linear Regression and Decision Tree models. The top performing model SVR - will be analysed for the most significant features.
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Table 4.3: Significant Features for WR
Permutation Importance
f irst downs
Y/G
drops
GS
Y/Tgt
avoided tackles
penalties
f umbles
longest
yards after catch

SFS
GS
Y/Tgt
Y/G
player game count
first downs
drops
fumbles
avoided tackles
targeted qb rating
penalties

There are eight common significant features arising from the overlap of the two
wrapper methodologies:
• first downs
• Y/G
• drops
• GS
• Y/Tgt
• avoided tackles
• penalties
• fumbles
First downs is the number of first downs that were achieved after a passing play to
the player. Y/G is the number of yards gained by the WR through passing plays per
game. The Drops feature is a measure of the number of times that the WR dropped
a pass that they were a target of. Y/Tgt is the receiving yards per target to the WR.
The number of tackles that the WR avoided is also recorded. It measures some of the
elusiveness of the WR as it measures both the speed of the WR and their ability to
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run past players as well as how they can send defensive players in different directions
just from their body movement. Penalties measures the number of penalties that were
recorded on defensive players that were defending them. It shows how much defensive
players need to illegally defend in order to try to minimize the effect of the WR.
Finally, the number of fumbles recorded by the WR when they might fumble the ball
after catching it - resulting in the opposition gaining possession of the ball.

4.2.3

Discussion

The table below summarizes the results found above.
Table 4.4: WR Model Comparisons
Model
SVR
Deep Neural Network
XGBoost
Single Layer Neural Network
Linear Regression
Decision Tree

MSE
25.4618
26.5896
29.2021
27.7681
26.4427
42.2984

Accuracy
0.7617
0.7511
0.7267
0.7401
0.7525
0.6041

As with QB position, SVR is again the best performing approach. However, now
the gap to the next best performing approach is significantly less. In this case both
Neural Network approaches are close to achieving the same results as SVR. Interestingly, so is the Linear Regression approach, and this is particularly interesting as there
is a level of explainability to the Linear Regression approach. This is in contrast to the
QB results. Similar to the QB results, the Decision Tree approach is the worst performing. XGBoost reduces the gap with SVR but not to the same extend as the other
approaches. SVR is clearly once again the best performing approach, but the Deep
Neural Network approach appears to be a consistent second best performer. There are
significantly more records to learn on in this data set so it is interesting to see that
the gap in approaches close.
Each of the approaches performed Grid Search with 10 Fold Cross Validation. As
such each had different parameters to tune and optimize. Where possible techniques
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such as Drop out, Regularization and early stopping were included to mitigate against
overfitting. Many of the starting points for the parameters used were achieved through
manual trial and error and this can be seen in the difference in parameter values for
similar parameters for Single Layer Neural Network and Deep Neural Network. Indeed
in these cases trade-offs were needed to address learning time. GPUs help speed up
the training, but resources can be limited in usages of GPUs.
The difference in performance of each approach depending on the parameters used
in the Grid Search with Cross Validation can be seen in the following box plots of
Figures 4.7 and 4.8.

Figure 4.7: WR Best Performing Grid Search Parms per Approach
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Figure 4.8: WR Worst Performing Grid Search Parms per Approach
The box plots in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 above represent the best and worst performing
parameters for each approach using Grid Search Cross Validation. Each box plot
represents the 10 accuracy numbers as achieved using 10 Fold Cross Validation for
that parameter set for the accuracy metric. The values for the Single Layer Neural
Network approach could not be shown at time of writing. They do highlight some
interesting observations.
The first interesting observation relates to the difference between best and worst
performances for each approach. The Decision Tree remains the worst performing in
this approach. On this occasion, however, the SVR approach doesn’t experience as
big a decrease in it’s worst performing approach. There is still a noticeable decrease
however with the other approaches appearing to perform better in their worst performance. Again, Linear Regression and Deep Neural Network are relatively consistent.
XGBoost again is consistent, but in it’s best performing run, it sees a wider spread of
results, including once again the highest individual result on one of it’s cross validation
runs.
Again the ranges are of interest. The ranges for the four main approaches, Lin98
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ear Regression, Deep Neural Network, XGBoost and SVR all appear to be relatively
similar. The XGBoost approach does appear to be lower down on it’s best performing run. While having a wider range and the highest prediction in one of it’s cross
validation runs, it appears to sit slightly lower than the other three. This is also represented in the statistical tests where a statistical difference was found between the
XGBoost approach and the other three. This was not found in the QB approach. This
is despite the fact that the accuracy is only a few percentage points away from them.
Decision Trees again are statistically different from the rest and can be found not to
be preferment.
Despite achieving the highest accuracy and lowest mean squared error across the
approaches, there is a marked difference in accuracy between the SVR prediction
and that of the grade given by PFF. This indicates that there could be many more
optimizations that could be made. However, additional data points might also add
additional patterns that could be observed within the data. PFF use many analysts to
look at plays in the game and to give scores based upon the outcome (as defined in the
statistics) as well as situational evaluations. This situational awareness provides a level
of detail that the data used here does not provide. For example, a wide receiver might
run a well run route, and lose their defender, but the QB may overthrow the receiver
and not give them a chance to catch it. However, this will go down as a negative
statistic for the WR. Similarly with the statistics all catches are equal, whereas with
PFF a difficult contested catch would show up better for the WR than an easy catch.
SVR outperformed the other approaches - especially those that can give some
indication as to how they came to a prediction. To tackle this some wrapper method
techniques were applied to the SVR as it was the best performing approach. Two
main patterns appear when looking at the significant features that emerge. The first
is that production is important for wide receivers. Number of yards gained shows up
twice - per game and per target. The further the WR can get down the field and
win catches ahead of the defenders marking them the higher the grade. The ability
of the WR to deliver a new first down and ability to avoid tackles to get extra yards,
shows how catching is only part of the equation. The ability to make plays and gain
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extra yards is also important. The second pattern that can be seen is how accuracy of
the basics of the wide receiver is also important. The basics of catching the ball and
holding onto it are important and can be seen by the presence of drops and fumbles
in the significant features.
It is also interesting to compare the significant features from the SVR to those
explained by the Decision Tree and Linear Regression models. For the Linear Regression model first downs, Y/G, avoided tackles, drops, GS and yards per target
were the features that overlapped with both wrapper methods. This is significantly
more than for the QB approach. This again highlights the first pattern in relation to
production as all the features in common are in relation to producing more yards and
avoiding tackles. For Decision Trees, they similarly have four features in common with
both wrapper methods - Y/G, Y/Tgt, First Downs and Drops. Again with Decision
Trees, production shows prominently with other features also prevalent such as yards
after catch and yards after catch per reception. This highlights the importance of
production in the evaluation of wide receivers.

4.3

Running Back Results

The following models were run on the RB data allowing for the models to be compared
and the most significant features extracted.

4.3.1

Model Results and Evaluation

As in the previous sections, Sections 4.1 and 4.2, 5 different approaches were taken to
predict the PFF ranking of the wide receiver for a given year. In order to achieve the
best result, each approach will use Grid Search to obtain the best parameters from a
range of parameters provided. Each approach will also use 10-Fold Cross Validation
to help reduce overfitting, allow for all the data to be used and to get more metrics
by which to evaluate the approaches. Each approach will also apply standard scaling
to the input features - scaling to unit variance for each feature.
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Linear Regression
The first approach that was evaluated was Linear Regression. This approach gives a
mathematical calculation across all the 50 parameters in the input feature data set.
As well as an intercept value, the Linear Regression algorithm learns an appropriate
weight for each feature.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters.In this case
the Alpha values of 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0 were used as the regularization parameter (R).
Therefore the values range from no regularization (0.5) to regularization of a half (1.0).
The other parameter is the solver. This represents the computational functionality
used in determining the target. Two solvers were tested - lsqr (least squares resolver)
and sag (stochastic average gradient). Both are commonly used solvers.
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameters were an alpha of 1.0 and
lsqr was the best solver. This combination resulted in a mean squared error of 47.3491
and an accuracy of 0.5460.
Use of a higher alpha would be recommended, to see at what point too much
regularization affects the result in a negative sense. The accuracy of 0.5460 indicates
that there is plenty of work to be done to achieve a similar grade as that provided by
PFF. This will be discussed later.
From the weights learned by the model, it can be seen that the feature that most
positively affects the grade is avoided tackles rushing (avoided tackles rushing).

Figure 4.9: RB Linear Regression Coefficients
Each of the coefficients in Figure 4.9 matches to each of the input features shown.
For any single prediction, the value for each of the features are multiplied by their
corresponding coefficient and they are all added together. The result is added to the
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intercept of 65.4584 to predict the grade/target value. Some of the top features to
positively affect the prediction include yards per game, first downs, yards per reception
amongst others. If the input for a prediction provided 0 for all values, the model would
produce a better grade of approx. 65.4584 versus the 54.60 achieved on average.
SVR
SVR was the next approach evaluated. This approach again uses mathematical calculations to arrive at a prediction from the input feature set.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters. Four values
were tried for C in the Grid Search - 1e0 , 1e1 , 1e2 , 1e3 .
Five kernel coefficients were chosen for Gamma - 2−9 , 2−7 , 2−5 , 2−3 , 2−1 .
Five values for the tolerance were chosen - 1e−5 , 1e−4 , 1e−3 , 1e−2 , 1e−1 .
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameters were a C of 100, gamma
of 0.001953125 and tol of 0.1.
This combination resulted in a mean squared error of 42.3328 and accuracy of
0.5941. This is an improvement on the results returned by Linear Regression. However,
SVR doesn’t expose the importance of features within the model - it is a black box.
XGBoost
As described previously, XGBoost is a modern implementation of gradient boosting,
using ensembles of decision trees to progressively build stronger and stronger models
based upon regression error.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters. Four values for
number of estimators were chosen - 50, 100, 500 and 1000. Three values for learning
rate were chosen - 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1.
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameters were number of estimators
of 1000 and learning rate of 0.01.
This combination resulted in a mean squared error of 43.5915 and accuracy of
0.5820. While it is an improvement on the Linear Regression model, the SVR model
performs better on this data set. Similar to SVR, XGBoost is also a black box. Given
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the iterative nature of the improving model, it is difficult to reverse engineer to find
the impact of each feature.
Decision Tree
Like Linear Regression, Decision Trees are one of the older more established approaches. It also relies upon mathematics, in this case to eagerly determine the most
appropriate splits at a particular level depending on the feature and its value.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameter.Five values were
chosen - 2,4,6,8,10.
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameter was minimum samples per
leaf of 10, indicating less overfitting to the test data set.
This combination resulted in a mean squared error of 69.9093 and accuracy of
0.3297. This is significantly worse than even the Linear Regression approach. As
mentioned previously, as Decision Trees are eager and make decisions at a local level,
there is no guarantee that it is the globally correct decision and therefore can result
in less accurate models. One advantage of Decision Trees is that they can explain the
choices made.
From the graph of the decision tree shown in Appendix D.3, it can be seen that
any prediction that is made starts with a decision on the value of the Yards Per
Attempt (ypa) feature. Any value for this over 65.409 will result in a higher grade,
indicating that this is the most important feature in the data set for the Decision
Tree. Other critical features include the first downs receiving (first downs receiving),
avoided tackles rushing, yards after contact per attempt and yards after catch. This
tree is much deeper and wider than that seen with the QB, possibly as a result of
considerably more records to split on.
Single Layer Neural Network
Single Layer Neural Network is the first neural network approach used in this evaluation. In this case only one layer is considered when training the model. Weights are
randomly assigned on initiation of the model and a series of feed forward with back
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propagation update the weights of the neurons in the single layer of the network.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters. Two optimizers were chosen - stochastic gradient descent and adam. They are both stochastic
optimizers. For maximum iteration four values were chosen - 110,100,90 and 80. For
activation two activation functions were chosen - Identity and Relu. The Identity activation function acts in a similar manner to Linear Regression, except per neuron.
The Relu activation function is a popular activation function in deep neural networks
and outputs the input if it is positive but sets all negative input to zero. For alpha
6 values were chosen 0.00001, 0.0001,0.001,0.01,0.1 and 0.5. For number of iterations
with no change three values were chosen - 10,15,20. For the tolerance three values
were chosen - 1e−5 , 1e−4 , 1e−3 .
Using Grid Search it was found that the best parameters were solver of sgd, maximum iterations of 80, activation function of identity, alpha of 0.001, number of iterations with no change of 20 and tolerance of 0.001.
The combination resulted in a mean squared error of 47.2606 and accuracy of
0.5469. This is comparable to the Linear Regresssion approach with a similar mean
squared error but marginally better accuracy. Similar to the XGBoost approach, it is
difficult to find the impact of each feature, although the coefficients and weights are
available. However, as every input is connected to every neuron in the hidden layer
this is a difficult task.
Deep Neural Network
The Deep Neural Network approach is very similar to the previous Single Layer Neural
Network approach except that it uses multiple layers to discover patterns in the data
to help improve prediction. Also a different technology is used to implement deep
neural networks here. Keras with Tensorflow is used instead of SciKit Learn as it
is one of the most common and well known frameworks for buildling deep learning
networks.
For Grid Search the following values were used for the parameters. For number of
neurons three values were chosen - 50, 80 and 100. For number of epochs Three values
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were chosen - 1000,3000 and 5000. Optimizer is the same as the solver in the previous
approach and three values were chosen - sgd, adam and rmsprop. Rmsprop was not
available in the previous approach, but provides an additional option. Activation is
again the same as in the previous approach and the same values are chosen again, with
Identity now known as linear. Adam was also used again. For drop out two values
were chosen - 0.3 and 0.5.
Using Grid Search, it was found that the best parameters were number of neurons
of 100, epochs of 5000, optimizer of rmsprop, activation of linear and dropout rate of
0.5.
The combination resulted in a mean squared error of 46.9450 and accuracy of
0.5499. This again is similar to the Linear Regression approach except with slightly
better results for both mean squared error and accuracy. As with the Single Layer
Neural Network, the ability to explain how a prediction arose from it’s inputs is a very
difficult task.
The summary of the layers in the network can be seen in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: RB Deep Neural Network Summary
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4.3.2

Feature Extraction

As with the QB and WR feature extractions, both Sequential Feature Selection (SFS)
and Permutation Importance with eli5 will be used to identify significant features.
Using the two approaches, significant features can be found, with those found in both
gaining extra significance. Only the top features of each will be considered. In addition
to this, a comparison will also be made to the features and their weights arising from
both the Linear Regression and Decision Tree models. The top performing model SVR - will be analysed for the most significant features.
Table 4.5: Significant Features for RB
Permutation Importance
avoided tackles rushing
f umbles rushing
ypa
f irst downs receiving
drops
Y/G
GS
avoided tackles receiving
yco attempt
touchdowns rushing

SFS
Y/A
Y/G
Year
ypa
yco attempt
avoided tackles rushing
fumbles rushing
first downs receiving
targeted qb rating
drops

There are seven common significant features arising from the overlap of the two
wrapper methodologies:
• avoided tackles rushing
• Y/G
• fumbles rushing
• ypa
• first downs receiving
• drops
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• yco attempt
Avoided tackles for rushing is the number of tackles that the RB managed to avoid
while in a rushing play. Y/G is the number of yards per game that the RB managed
to obtain from rushing plays. Fumbles rushing represents the number of times that
the RB fumbled the ball while in a rushing play. This could be from losing the ball in
a tackle where a defensive player may knock it from their grasp, or it could also be a
poor hand off between the QB and the RB. Ypa represent yards per attempt that the
RB achieved. First Downs Receiving is a measure of the number of First Downs that
the player achieves as a result of a passing play to the player. The number of drops in
a passing play is also recorded. Finally, yco attempt represents the yards after contact
that the RB managed to achieve per attempt. It represents how productive the RB
can be despite having momentum stalled a little as a result of contact from a defensive
player.

4.3.3

Discussion

The table below summarizes the results found above.
Table 4.6: RB Model Comparisons
Model
SVR
Deep Neural Network
XGBoost
Single Layer Neural Network
Linear Regression
Decision Tree

MSE
42.3328
46.9450
43.5915
47.2606
47.3491
69.9093

Accuracy
0.5941
0.5499
0.5820
0.5469
0.5460
0.3297

As with the QB and WR positions, SVR is the best performing approach. In this
instance XGBoost is a close second with only approx. 1% in the difference. Similar
to the WR position, Linear Regression and the two Neural Network approaches offer
similar approaches, but are all clearly not performing as well as SVR or XGBoost.
Decision Tree as seen in the previous approaches is clearly the worst performing. In
this case the number of records for RB sits in between the number of records for
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WR and QB and for the neural networks approaches the accuracy has regressed. The
accuracy for RB appears to be significantly less than those for the other approaches.
Each of the approaches performed Grid Search with 10 Fold Cross Validation. As
such each had different parameters to tune and optimize. Where possible techniques
such as Drop out, Regularization and early stopping were included to mitigate against
overfitting. Many of the starting points for the parameters used were achieved through
manual trial and error and this can be seen in the difference in parameter values for
similar parameters for Single Layer Neural Network and Deep Neural Network. Indeed
in these cases trade-offs were needed to address learning time. GPUs help speed up
the training, but resources can be limited in usages of GPUs.
The difference in performance of each approach depending on the parameters used
in the Grid Search with Cross Validation can be seen in the box plots in Figures 4.11
and 4.12.

Figure 4.11: RB Best Performing Grid Search Parms per Approach
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Figure 4.12: RB Worst Performing Grid Search Parms per Approach
The box plots in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 above represent the best and worst performing parameters for each approach using Grid Search Cross Validation. Each box
plot represents the 10 accuracy numbers as achieved using 10 Fold Cross Validation
for that parameter set for the accuracy metric. The values for the Single Layer Neural
Network approach could not be shown at time of writing. They do highlight some
interesting observations.
The first observation is similar to that observed in the QB and WR positions.Linear
Regression, XGBoost and Deep Neural Networks didn’t actually change a lot in comparison to the changes in SVR and Decision Tree. While there were differences they
weren’t as big as those experienced by SVR and Decision Trees. Once again it was
observed that the SVR was very susceptible to changes in the hyper-parameters tuning
it.
The next observation is in relation to the differences between the best performing
approaches themselves. While the top 4 all appear to be around the same area a few
things are noticeable. Both of the highest performing approaches, SVR and XGBoost,
have tight interquartile ranges in comparison to Linear Regression and Deep Neural
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Networks. Also their medians appear to be noticeably higher. This is reflected in
the tests for statistical significance, where there is a statistically significant difference
between the two groups. There is no statistically significant difference between XGBoost and SVR or between Linear Regression and Deep Neural Network. However,
there is a difference between the two, showing that XGBoost and SVR do provide a
statistically better prediction for this position group. Decision Trees are statistically
different (and worse) than all of the other approaches. Statistical Significance in this
case is a p-value of less than 0.05.
Despite achieving the highest accuracy and lowest mean squared error across the
approaches, there is a marked difference in accuracy between the SVR prediction
and that of the grade given by PFF. This indicates that there could be many more
optimizations that could be made. However, additional data points might also add
additional patterns that could be observed within the data. PFF use many analysts
to look at plays in the game and to give scores based upon the outcome (as defined in
the statistics) as well as situational evaluations. This situational awareness provides
a level of detail that the data used here does not provide. For example, for RB a
rushing gain of 10 yards may not be the same for every run or for every team. For a
team with a very good Offensive Line (group of Offensive players who try to make a
path for the running back), big gaps may appear in the defense where it may be easier
for a RB to make 10 yards. In contrast, for a RB on a team with a poor Offensive
Line, 10 yards may involve more skill and/or power. The features collected tries to
observe some of this through features such as avoided tackles and yards after contact.
However, that doesn’t tell the entire story. PFF analysts may be able to grade based
upon more contextually aware information.
SVR outperformed the other approaches - especially those that can give some
indication as to how they came to a prediction. To tackle this some wrapper method
techniques were applied to the SVR as it was the best performing approach. Two
main patterns appear when looking at the significant features that emerge. Similar
to WR it comes down to production after receiving the ball and sound fundamentals
of receiving the ball either through rushing or pass reception. Again production is to
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the forefront with yards per game, yards per attempt showing up on both approaches.
Very similar to the WR first downs from passes and avoided tackles are key indicators
with RB as well as yards after contact metrics. The ability of the RB to avoid tackles
and make yards after a contact show the difference between the elite RBs and other
RBs. What it also shows is that there is a passing element to the RBs game that is
important despite the traditional role of just running the ball from a hand off from
the QB. As with the WR position, sound fundamentals such as carrying and catching
the ball are also key. Increased drops and fumbles result in poorer grades and have
negative effects on the team as well as the grading of the RB.
Finally, interesting insights can be gained from comparing to the explanations given
from the Decision Trees as well as the Linear Regression approaches. For the Linear
Regression approach all the overlapping features identified by the wrapper methods
above arise. It is interesting that they overlap, indeed the Linear Regression approach
overlaps with each of the models on other features such as yards after catch with
permutation importance and target QB rating for SFS. From the Decision Tree point
of view it is similar. Six of the seven features that are common between the two
wrapper methods are in common with the Decision Tree decisions. For RBs it appears
as though the the different methods are much more closely aligned than for previous
positions. However, it is also noticeable that the accuracy is significantly less than
for the other two positions. Possibly the approaches such as SVR, Neural Networks,
etc. are not finding as many patterns in the data to decide on. As with the other
positions, additional data around the individual plays may provide greater insight and
accuracy.

4.4

Results Summary

Tables 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 below summarise the results obtained by the
various approaches. An overall discussion of the results obtained as it related to each
position is discussed in sections 4.1.3, 4.2.3 and 4.3.3, but what the results below show
is that the WR position consistently achieves higher accuracy and lower MSE than the
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other two approaches, with QB performing better than RB. With 1,877 records, the
WR position presents with far more records than in either of the other two positions
- 311 for QB and 1,141 for RB. With 50 records, the QB position presents with far
more records than in either of the other two positions - 29 for WR and 35 for RB.
With the greatest number of records, the WR position is able to iterate and adapt
more often to get closer to the target. While QB having more features also increases
it’s accuracy. If more records and more quality features were available, then perhaps
better accuracy could be achieved.
Table 4.7: SVR Model Comparisons
Position
QB
WR
RB

MSE
32.126725
25.4618
42.3328

Accuracy
0.742643
0.7617
0.5941

Table 4.8: Deep Neural Network Model Comparisons
Position
QB
WR
RB

MSE
38.268055
26.5896
46.9450

Accuracy
0.693447
0.7511
0.5499

Table 4.9: XGBoost Model Comparisons
Position
QB
WR
RB

MSE
38.427732
29.2021
43.5915

Accuracy
0.692168
0.7267
0.5820
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Table 4.10: Single Layer Neural Network Model Comparisons
Position
QB
WR
RB

MSE
38.595139
27.7681
47.2606

Accuracy
0.690827
0.7401
0.5469

Table 4.11: Linear Regression Model Comparisons
Position
QB
WR
RB

MSE
40.114897
26.4427
47.3491

Accuracy
0.678653
0.7525
0.5460

Table 4.12: Decision Tree Model Comparisons
Position
QB
WR
RB

4.5

MSE
57.490511
42.2984
69.9093

Accuracy
0.539462
0.6041
0.3297

Summary

In this chapter the results of the experiment were presented. Initially the results were
presented from the point of view of the approaches used - comparing the approaches
across each position and how the data sets may influence the results. The results were
then discussed and compared on a position by position basis, so as to compare the
performance of each approach with respect to the other approaches for the position.
In the next chapter, an overview of the experiment and problem definition will be
presented. Further analysis of the results will be conducted and possible future work
and approaches will be presented.
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Conclusion
Following the results presented in chapter 4, this chapter will finish up with a review of
the observed research in section 5.1, followed by a discussion on the problem definition
in section 5.2. Further discussion of the results and the impact of the results are
discussed in sections 5.3 and 5.4. Finally suggestions for improving the experiment
and suggestions for alternative approaches are presented in section 5.5.

5.1

Research Overview

The main objectives of this research was to evaluate the performance of NFL players,
in particular QB, WR and RB using a number of different approaches and observing
whether a neural network approach would perform to the same level as other approaches. In previous research, researchers have used a variety of different approaches
in the evaluation of player evaluation a wide range of sports. In the NFL neural networks haven’t been used to date with researchers favouring tradition methods such
as regression, decision trees, SVM, etc. (Byanna & Klabjan, 2016; Porter, 2018; Devarakonda & Colson, 2019). However, in other sports neural networks approaches were
investigated (Oytun et al., 2020). The ability of neural networks to evaluate player
performance in comparison to other approaches was a focus of this research. Another
focus of the research was to discover significant features in the evaluation of a player
for a given position. Using wrapper methods to determine the most significant fea114
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tures for a position like Nsolo (Nsolo et al., 2019) allowed for insight into black box
approaches such as SVR.

5.2

Problem Definition

Current evaluation of players by well known NFL Analytics company PFF is done using
a combination of statistics as well as analysis performed by analysts. While there are
strict controls and quality control in use by PFF, there is always the human element
involved. This study looks at regression evaluation using variety of ML supervised
learning techniques, most notably to see if neural network approaches stack up to
other approaches in evaluating player performance. While providing an evaluation
as a number can be useful, the reasoning behind the evaluation is key for different
stakeholders such as owners and players during contract negotiations. To this end,
discovery of the most significant features for the most performant approach is key.
Based on the results of the experiment, SVR is the most performant approach,
exceeding the values obtained by XGBoost and Neural Network. While the Neural
Network approaches don’t outperform the SVR approach, they exceed the performance
of other approaches in the majority of cases - except for one position against XGBoost.
Even then SVR is not close to the evaluations as determined by PFF.

5.3

Design/Experimentation, Evaluation & Results

To answer the proposed research question, data was obtained from two main sources PFR and PFF, using the offensive grade from PFF as the target variable. Because the
data comes from multiple sources, it needs to be merged together with duplicated and
highly correlated features removed. Six different approaches were used in evaluating
the performance of a player given their yearly data. Among the six different approaches
were two neural network approaches which were being evaluated against the other
approaches as feasible approaches to the problem of evaluating player performance.
There are a considerable number of positions in an NFL team and as a result three
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were chosen to provide a representation of how the approaches would work - they were
QB, WR and RB. Each would have their own data sets, with some position specific
features, which would be used in developing the models for each position.
For each approach GridSearchCV was used to get the best hyper-parameters and
to get a relatively accurate evaluation of each approach by using the entire data set.
This was done for each of the three positions. Having found the optimal hyperparameters, it was discovered that the SVR approach was the best performing across
all three positions (Accuracy: 74% for QB, 76% for WR and 59% for RB). Not only
did it always produce the best RSME and accuracy, but also was statistically better
that all other approaches in at least one position. SVR allows for non-linear patterns
to be mapped into a linear plane. Comparing the performance of neural network
approaches against SVR, they came close in terms of accuracy in a number of the
tests and were only not statistically worse from a p-value in one position. It can
be seen that Neural Networks, in this data set, do not perform as well as SVR, but
are comparable to XGBoost, slightly outperforms Linear Regression and significantly
outperforms Decision Trees.
As SVR is a black box in terms of explainability, additional work was performed to
obtain the most significant feature involved in the evaluation of a players performance.
This can be important when players look back at where they could possibly improve.
Similar to the approach by Nsolo et al (Nsolo et al., 2019), wrapper method techniques
were used to identify the significant features.The significant features were consistent
in terms of two clusters of features. The first group of features in each position was
in relation to the ability of the player to make positive impacts when gaining the
ball. Examples include the ability to get a first down on the play, avoided tackles
after receiving the ball from a pass or as part of a rush, as well as the amount of
yards achieved after contact was made (particularly relevant for RBs). The other
group of features that are prevalent surround the ability of the player to perform
the fundamentals to a high level. High impact plays do occur but do not necessarily
happen on every play. As a result, players with a high level of consistency in the
fundamentals coupled with the ability to make big, high impact plays evaluate best.
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5.4

Contributions and Impact

From the evaluation, it can be seen that the SVR approach outperformed all the
other approaches for this data set. However, it also shows that neural networks still
outperform most of the other approaches and would be a viable option if the SVR
approach was not available. The data sets did not contain large amounts of records
for the QB position and there was a significant difference in accuracy. However, as
larger numbers of records were observed for the WR position, accuracy metrics were
observed that were a lot closer to the SVR model. It would, therefore, be interesting to
observe the results when applied to a larger data set, for example, on a football (soccer)
data set where there are thousands of players as opposed to the smaller number of
professional NFL players.
It can be seen that the accuracy values for the evaluations for all the approaches
were considerably less than the actual PFF evaluations, with the highest accuracy
being SVR for WR and it gave an accuracy of 76%. Given that the data for the
evaluation came from two data sets that collated data for the year, this difference may
not be surprising. The PFF evaluation involves analysts which grade the performance
of the player for a particular play and so works on more granular play-by-play data
as opposed to the data collated over the year. In addition to this, the PFF analysts
are able to take into account aspects of the play that is not currently recorded in the
available data. Such information could include the following:
• For RB and QB, how effective was the offensive line?
• Did the offensive line make space for the RB to run through - not all 10 yard
runs are equal?
• For QB, did the offensive line protect the QB from tackles, allowing the QB to
have more time to make a throw?
• For WRs, was the catch a contested catch or did the WR have a lot of room and
little pressure when catching the ball?
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• Did a QB throw a very good pass to a WR, only for the WR to fumble the catch,
which results in an interception for the opposing team?
These are just some of the aspects to a play that are currently not represented in
the data used in this evaluation. If such data could be recorded, or indeed learned by
an ML algorithm, then a more accurate model could be constructed.

5.5

Future Work & Recommendations

In the current implementations, reduction of dimensions using methods were not used.
Such methods include the two wrapper methods discussed previously in the Feature
Extraction section as well as PCA. While the two wrapper methods were used, they
weren’t used as dimension reduction. The reason was so that the most significant
features could be obtained from the entire set where possible (without duplicates or
high correlation). To further increase the accuracy, dimension reduction could be
implemented.
As mentioned in the previous section, Contributions and Impact, there is a lot
of additional information that is not captured in the data sets used and the volume
of records on which to learn could be increased. In order to further evaluate the
neural network implementations against the other approaches, it would be interesting
to implement them against a larger data set, such as European professional soccer
players.
To address the shortfall in additional information there are a number of options
to investigate. PFR has some additional advanced metrics that it has been recording,
but only for the last 3 years of data. If there were additional years worth of data
then it would be interesting to include those features and see if that would help the
accuracy. Similarly, PFF has some additional metrics that it records and fills out for
previous years. Using that additional data would be an interesting investigation. It
should be noted that with additional data and comes the danger of overfitting so this
would need to be considered.
The current data set covers the data for a particular year. Additional data sets that
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investigate game-by-game data (which are now available on PFF) could give greater
granularity and accuracy, as it can show where a player may be consistent throughout
the season, where a player may be excellent for one or two games but mediocre for
the others, or perhaps it could show a pattern of a particular teams defense being
very good, so a good performance against that team may result in a higher evaluation.
Some black box approaches such as SVR and Neural Networks can be good when
applied to such non-linear data where patterns may need to be uncovered.
It would be ideal if the same information that was available for the analysts was
available for the machine learning. An approach similar to Liu et al (Liu & Schulte,
2018; Liu et al., 2020, 2019) could be used. This works on play-by-play data to evaluate
player performance by using reinforcement learning to compute the Q function. This
in turn could measure the impact the player had on the play. Indeed no such data
source could be found in the research to date. What could also be possible would be to
use deep learning techniques to gather relevant play-by-play data from video of each
play to produce such a data set and use the approach mentioned above to evaluate
the players impact on the game. This would be an interesting contrast to the analyst
grades from PFF.
In terms of the most significant features, analysis could be performed on smaller
subsets of data such as contrasting the significant features from the last 5 years versus
the previous 5 years. The data set that is currently available may be too small to
provide a good evaluation, so using it in combination with one of the approaches
above may provide a better insight into the most relevant features in the current
game.
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Appendix A
Feature Distribution
A.1

Quarterback

Figure A.1: QB Feature Distribution 1
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Figure A.2: QB Feature Distribution 2
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Figure A.3: QB Feature Distribution 3
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Figure A.4: QB Feature Distribution 4
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A.2

Wide Receiver

Figure A.5: WR Feature Distribution 1
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Figure A.6: WR Feature Distribution 2
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Figure A.7: WR Feature Distribution 3
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Figure A.8: WR Feature Distribution 4
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A.3

Running Back

Figure A.9: RB Feature Distribution 1
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Figure A.10: RB Feature Distribution 2
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Figure A.11: RB Feature Distribution 3

Figure A.12: RB Feature Distribution 4
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Correlation Plots
B.1

Quarterback

Figure B.1: QB Correlation Numbers - Age, TD%, GS,Int%
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Figure B.2: QB Correlation Numbers - 1D,AY/A, Lng, Y/C

Figure B.3: QB Correlation Numbers - Y/G, NY/A, Yds, ANY/A
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Figure B.4: QB Correlation Numbers - Sk%, GWD, 4QC, Year

Figure B.5: QB Correlation Numbers - Player Game Count, Attempts Passing, Dropbacks, Completions
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Figure B.6: QB Correlation Numbers - Completion%, Age, Yards Passing, GS

Figure B.7: QB Correlation Numbers - Interceptions, Grades Run, Grades Pass,
Grades Hands Fumble
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Figure B.8: QB Correlation Numbers - Sacks, Drops, Bats, Throw Aways

Figure B.9: QB Correlation Numbers - Hit As Threw, Scrambles, QB Rating, First
Downs
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Figure B.10: QB Correlation Numbers - Deep Attempts, Deep Drops, Deep Completions, Deep Accuracy

Figure B.11: QB Correlation Numbers - Deep Touchdowns, Deep Attempt Success,
Deep Interceptions, Deep Accuracy%
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Figure B.12: QB Correlation Numbers - Run Plays, Yards Rush, Attempts Rush, YPA
Rush

Figure B.13: QB Correlation Numbers - Touchdowns Rush, Wins, Avoided Tackles,
Losses
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Figure B.14: QB Correlation Numbers - Draws

B.2

Wide Receiver

Figure B.15: WR Correlation Numbers - Age, GS, G, Y/R
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Figure B.16: WR Correlation Numbers - Y/Tgt, Y/G, R/G, Fmb

Figure B.17: WR Correlation Numbers - Year, Receptions, Player Game Count,
Caught%
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Figure B.18: WR Correlation Numbers - Yards, Grades Hands Drop, Touchdowns,
Grades Hands Fumble

Figure B.19: WR Correlation Numbers - Yards Per Reception, Yards After Catch Per
Rec, Yards After Catch, Longest
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Figure B.20: WR Correlation Numbers - First Downs, Age, Drops, G

Figure B.21: WR Correlation Numbers - Avoided Tackles, Penalties, Targeted QB
Rating, Declined Penalties
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B.3

Running Back

Figure B.22: RB Correlation Numbers - Age, GS, G, Y/A

Figure B.23: RB Correlation Numbers - Y/G, Year, Fmb, Player Game Count
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Figure B.24: RB Correlation Numbers - Run Plays, YPA, Yards Rushing, Touchdowns
Rushing

Figure B.25: RB Correlation Numbers - Grades Run, Yards After Contact, Grades
Hands Fumble Rushing, Yco Attempt
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Figure B.26: RB Correlation Numbers - Longest Rushing, Fumbles Rushing, Avoided
Tackles Rushing, Penalties Rushing

Figure B.27: RB Correlation Numbers - Declined Penalties, Age, Caught%, G
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Figure B.28: RB Correlation Numbers - Grades Offense Receiving, Grades Hands
Fumble Receiving, Grades Pass Route, Yards Per Reception

Figure B.29: RB Correlation Numbers - Yards After Catch, Longest Receiving, Yards
Per Catch Per Reception, First Downs Receiving
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Figure B.30: RB Correlation Numbers - Drops, Fumbles Receiving, Interceptions,
Avoided Tackles Receiving

Figure B.31: RB Correlation Numbers - Targeted QB Rating, Penalties Receiving,
Declined Penalties Receiving
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Correlation Over Time
C.1

Quarterback

Figure C.1: QB Correlation over Time - Player, Age, Tm, GS
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Figure C.2: QB Correlation over Time - TD%, 1D, Int%, Lng

Figure C.3: QB Correlation over Time - AY/A, Y/G, Y/C, Yds
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Figure C.4: QB Correlation over Time - NY/A, Sk%, ANY/A, 4QC

Figure C.5: QB Correlation over Time - WD, Pro Bowl, Year, All Pro
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Figure C.6: QB Correlation over Time - Player Game Count, Attempts Pass, Dropbacks, Completions

Figure C.7: QB Correlation over Time - Completion%, YPA Pass, Yards Pass, Touchdowns Pass
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Figure C.8: QB Correlation over Time - Interceptions, Grades Run, Grades Pass,
Grades Hands Fumble

Figure C.9: QB Correlation over Time - Sacks, Drops, Bats, Throw Aways
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Figure C.10: QB Correlation over Time - Hit As Threw, Scrambles,QB Rating, First
Downs

Figure C.11: QB Correlation over Time - Deep Attempts, Deep Drops, Deep Completions, Deep Yards
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Figure C.12: QB Correlation over Time - Deep Touchdowns, Deep Attempt%, Deep
Interceptions, Deep Accuracy%

Figure C.13: QB Correlation over Time - Run Plays, Yards Rush, Attempts Rush,
YPA Rush
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Figure C.14: QB Correlation over Time - Touchdowns Rush, Avoided Tackles

C.2

Wide Receiver

Figure C.15: WR Correlation over Time - Player, Age, Tm, G
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Figure C.16: WR Correlation over Time - GS, Y/R, Ctch%, Y/Tgt

Figure C.17: WR Correlation over Time - R/G, Fmb, Y/G, Year
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Figure C.18: WR Correlation over Time - Pro Bowl, Player Game Count, All Pro,
Receptions

Figure C.19: WR Correlation over Time - Caught%, Touchdowns, Yards, Grades
Hands Drop
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Figure C.20: WR Correlation over Time - Grades Hands Fumble, Yards After Catch,
Yards Per Reception, Yards After Catch Per Reception

Figure C.21: WR Correlation over Time - Longest, Drops, First Downs, Interceptions
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Figure C.22: WR Correlation over Time - Fumbles, Targeted QB Rating, Avoided
Tackles, Penalties

Figure C.23: WR Correlation over Time - Declined Penalties
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C.3

Running Back

Figure C.24: RB Correlation over Time - Player, Age, Tm, G

Figure C.25: RB Correlation over Time - GS, Y/G, Y/A, Fmb
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Figure C.26: RB Correlation over Time - Year, All Pro, Pro Bowl, Player Game Count

Figure C.27: RB Correlation over Time - Yards Rushing, Touchdowns Rushing, YPA,
Grades Run
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Figure C.28: RB Correlation over Time - Grades Hands Fumble Rush, Yco Attempt,
Yards After Contact, Longest Rushing

Figure C.29: RB Correlation over Time - Avoided Tackles Rushing, Penalties Rushing,
Fumbles Rushing, Declined Penalties Rushing
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Figure C.30: RB Correlation over Time - Caught%, Touchdowns Receiving, Yards
Receiving, Grades Offense Receiving

Figure C.31: RB Correlation over Time - Grades Pass Route, Yards Per Reception,
Grades Hands Fumble Receiving, Yards After Catch
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Figure C.32: RB Correlation over Time - Yards After Catch Per Reception, First
Downs Receiving, Longest Receiving, Drops

Figure C.33: RB Correlation over Time - Interceptions, Fumbles Receiving
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Decision Tree Graphs
D.1

Quarterback
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Figure D.1: QB Decision Tree Graph
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D.2

Wide Receiver
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Figure D.2: WR Decision Tree Graph
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D.3

Running Back
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Figure D.3: RB Decision Tree Graph

